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seeking the balanCe of atmospheriC nullities
by the standard of night

yesterday’s back broke from the granite burden
as someone remained in place as a subject
with each weight of contusion from every direction
balanced by the morning and the night. as
the hummingbird helpers take off the weight of the earth
from this cluster, their beings return 
and often do not know themselves while they unload 
their own answers. the atmosphere must still be created 
so that the skies see the valleys and the persons 
feel together past the spray of confusion. every friendship is
a friendship to a short day with the night eclipsed
by segmentations. each of the lazy lives of the ferns 
is stretched so that the colorful bird does not know 
it is a butterfly. my plates are done with exceptions
as the numerous emerald beings call me 
to be a bridge among many. circles
transmute the temporary holding space
from the muted night where something pushes out
the unknown Sea to the earth. i was not a person 
with the weight of each transgression on myself 
as a cluster, i was not there by the offering heights. cut 
out the shirts of my group so that the valley
is truly seen from above. offload the paths to the lake
as each cluster of beings resumes hir encroachment
with the bison bull. i watch as the Sea replaces the clouds
and someone asks about the death of God. God has no
image to replace. but each countryside must provide
the borderless nation of persons with hir origins, 
each of which must also die to become the hearts 
of the witness of a pock marked interior landscape
bombing raids of the ancient colors
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mask of oblivion

others make patterns that force the air to undo
each number filled to see a balance of the forest
but the yellow square is filled with the ointment
of the shadows. memories still do not point
to the floating origins as catastrophes remove
the ice in the fold as they return, i place
the encounter by the left expression 
once they remove the battlefield from within the future
suns. but here are the forms that we travel
to make the inception of Starts while pronouncing
the ferns as they grow. within the maps of el
dorado, the rocks consume the links
to the silent transportation nights. the climate
does not guide their return. as the others are
born without material 
they also sleep within
the captured boat as the moon falls to begin
the songs. rain does not patter for wandering 
i as the hills remove the body from its wakefulness. 
as each of us consumes the infallible night 
and we separate the voice from the sky 
to remove the exit beyond where we are 
the continuation of the earth’s matrimony 
to the crushed corpses and their deer, they speak...

que me dices aqui 
que no puedo respirar 
con sus sueños colgados 
y la frente del querpo matado...
estoy detras con esta lengua destruida 
mi cara abajo de toda la tierra del mundo... 
yo te cuido sin mis vidas asi 
por que yo te veo 
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sin cuerpo tambien...

with a swollen song of escape
we send the rotations of zero
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she is my dream for her

from the body then to the voice i see her float over the black spring
filled with a fleece and a measure for blood. she arrives to expel the blow up
report marked with destination, origin, and the wind tied to each face
as the material of her voice pushes her body through the infant display 
and a blissful anchorage to the Sea. i dream of her morning as i live like a recluse 
in the night. i am the only messenger in our search displays as we drag the ropes 
through glistening darkness in the wake to be one with a twelve digit song. her skin 
is close to the brown of a cedar waxwing and she knows the names of my ghosts. she 
is not a Self() but is the long escape from the interruptions of arboreal limits. i am welcome
to the door and i am purely solved in my disappearances as animals relay the distant 
penitent and arrange for the garbage to eclipse the fear of the window to the feet 
with a motion by the false receptions... and the account that the cultivated woodland
displays as seven bodies. my way of offering has broken the dream and releases the net
of the desert offense for the one by the memory filled with soft return. i must now
receive your invitation to increase the balance in the main entryway to cease
and defect by one... to the central body reconfigurations and a most high intended twilight 
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hiCkory milk

if there were another alignment of flesh
by the planets dissolved for the stellar collapse
of a neutral mode of belonging, if there were another
response to the agency of my escape (to the mud)...

I am new to the world. my directions randomize
the network of sleep 
while many delete 
the intentions
of the diagrams of control. but the freedom 
that hives release 
to incrementally erase 
hir decorative prisons 

under the bodies
of a short eclipse, as seven 
remains to return the birds 
of Panamá
and mark each sleep 
with an infinitely distant 
fish born 
from a central fire. the tearful return 

of the exodus 
makes the lines of display
ceremonies extinguished 
from a ballooning
calendar of the continent. as to 
the mississippians, they as i
burn through the centuries 
so that my history
is twisted as ours 
in the plants 
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of the desert, where my faces

are buried and the languages 
of each leaf
remain preserved. if there is 
an accident 
as my ancestor 
sun disappears, as we arrive 
to the promising sphere
and move to the bucket 
of the ocean... i do not live then, 
because the ferns are gone 
and i do not initialize

those languages. but my serpent distress 
is like a door
as we implode to remove 
the soft impression 
from the easy betrayals 
and the numbers of hir body. she rises
and writes again that the door 
must not close
and that everything

begins 
by being destroyed
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Cluster of faCes

there was another body there where i was
and six more dispersed through the shadow
of death. we all work in unison, out of tune 
with the insects. one responds
with a cut off life, and the other six 
translate into spanish and assembly codes. a cluster
feels pain far beyond its body. it took ages 
for the ice to form and the prairies were hidden
to cut off the isthmuses. but panamá is there
in 5 time zones, ready to receive the targets
of our birth and the nets of our knowledge
of death. the infinite population of my response
through the mississippi era’s hidden 
folds in the intermediate areas under the tildes
of our pollen counts and older languages
cut through the disasters of the unknown
wheel. the children of the fire sit beyond
the pools of hunger. they push out the origins
of the animals as the one becomes many,
then one again by misfortune. the slaughters
do not matter to the day. no one fears the light.
we cannot confuse the night sky with the morning
rain as we are linked like seven fish on a line. 
we must unfold the number six to get back to our
spanish in seven. ¿que me digas si yo no tengo 
los otros de mis sueños empujados? ¿porque no crees
que somos humanos tambien, sin fuerza del unico?
si, yo soy de allá, y no tengo ningun animál. but 7,
yes, our walking storm speaks for the others
in the pin wheel arrangements of archaic flight



dong li
the woman in the blue dress sings a 

blue lullaby
billy the kid, take me home

werner herzog flies baCk to a piCture 
of dieter dengler’s
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the woman in the blue dress sings a blue lullaby 

that feels like a blur as everything blows evenly.

Everything rushes to its own mindful. 

Not of choice, not of what whom or want.

She goes where the blue goes. 

A pebble in water. Some threads left loose. 

Her friend immobile after an accident hit in the spine.

Only pale eyeballs moved. 

What ripped through bones and purpled joints.

Is blue the universal love. 

Film director Derek Jarman was pulled in before a blue screen.

Going blind, dying of AIDS.

Voice-over.

What was disappearing in the yonder blue. 

Dear friends whispered in the roaring water.

Was it a dream or a flood.

Before sinking to depthless blue, Wittgenstein remarked on color.

A re-statement of the color blue. 

Is it Eros or Puritanism once again.

Ghostly palm-trees, light-flattened boulevards.

Drive through, report from the field. 

East of Borneo, west of the desert.

Bowerbirds chant in the midst of blue. 

Lover in bed, who stood watching a blue tarp on a roof.

Shake everything as everything shakes underneath. 

Leave everything as everything leaves slowly. 

Watch out for your own good.
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Doctor William Carlos Williams tired of fuzzy trees from his window.

Do you see the ugliness of love, warns Da Vinci the encyclopedist.

The all-knowing William Gass penetrates being blue. 

Is blue a mirror you cannot face.

Losing sight to think clearly, Oedipus and Milton.

Do you poke into those sockets for the sensation if you cannot see blue.

Solitude bruised. 

Servant of sadness, rings of Saturn in the Milky Way.

Look for beauty. 

What dampens and smears and rinses off the brightness of glass beads.

Does blue ever light.

Klein Blue, small blue, mountainously drunken in inebriated mountains.

The Prince of Blue the lover the man with a tattoo snake.

Valley of the Moon, who cuts down whose trees on the trail. 

Why does that green turn so irritably blue. 

What livens in the mind’s eye.

The woman in the blue dress sings a blue lullaby. 

Seeking bluet romance. 

Crowless night.

The deepest blue. 

“I wept until I aged myself,” you say. 

Finger the days, feelings won’t change or derange. 

There’s a cyanometer to measure the sky blue. 

Fifty-three shades of blue, whatever goes clear.

The Prince in his famous blue raincoat.

Does clear vision take you melancholy-bound to hell.

Further down, you look to Goethe in his everlasting sorrow.

Shrouded in colors, what can be seen in the fingerless dark.

Pull Virgina Woolf out of the River Ouse. 
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Take the blue heads off, let Lady sing the blues. 

What stays stronger than love.

The Oblivion Seeker seeks the far-off blue places.

Bright ridge of the earth.

Ragged surface of the Moon.

A good life saved by Plato’s Pharmakons. 

Colors abandoned, poets ousted from the city. 

A hard pressing rain in the head. 

Lots of rain, lots of space.

Vacate the field. 

Does Nietzsche make you stronger.

Snakes killed under heated light. 

The Prince moved on another trail to another snake another woman. 

Dead of longing. 

What is still contained in Cezanne’s blue.

Gatherers never own. 

Skate away on a frozen river in your blue dress. 

After Tantalus what holds even. 

The immaculate sky.

You have to stand there, in the garden.

You have to stand there in the dark. 

The debris of an unknown beauty.

Celebration, bottomless. 

Mallarmé replaced le ciel with l’Azur.

Almost dead, reflection in the water.

Words written in blue ink. 

The ink rinses. 

The snake runs clear of water. 

Not of light.
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billy the kid, take me home

Standing with a gun pointing to the sky, his hand on the head of the gun

A picture taken while he was sleepy and dreaming of his new escape

Some say he was the Robin Hood for the disenfranchised 

Some say he was man of violence and man of passion 

Fame and infamy in abundance 

The Wild West, the prairie open

Against the setting sun, he was riding on and on 

Escaped from the Irish famine, hailed from New York City

His mother brought him across the sea 

Hardships brought them to take a chance on the West

Irish songs crossing the vast open, he learned to read and write 

On the Santa Fe Trail, mingled with darker peoples and their ancient civilization 

Exotic country, violence and rusty beauty go hand in hand 

Hispanic culture embraced and graced a perennial smile on the face

Settled in a silver town, mother died from tuberculosis 

World off leash, trouble-bound 

In the Pinos Altos Opera House revolving cast of strangers and vagabonds 

At the age of sixteen, a wanted man 

Five-by-eight cell, barred window threw in some light for deception 

Out the chimney, escaped to a fresh start in neighboring Arizona

No horse no gun no water no food what a trick to stay alive

In the desert country, everybody was against you 

A quick learner, seasoned outlaws taught him to steal horses

An orange scarf around neck, a flower in the lapel 

It took a windy bully a night to die

The Kid killed the man
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He had no chance, fugitive on the fast run

Outlawry settled into permanent role, there was no turning back

The Kid turned back to New Mexico

Sometimes the heart rules, I’ll hang onto her ears until I get used to it, said the Kid

Running after the end of the Civil War, glory was not far 

Empire of Greed, cattle ranching no dollar spent on the vast land

The Irish ruled, the House in the center of Lincoln County

A Brit came to rival for fair competition

The House ruled, not the law

The Kid captured by the Brit, who offered him a job instead

Loyalty-bound among cowboys on the rise

Drifting outsiders now forming company now scraping a living together 

Under the stars, stories told in boots and bullets

The House was in a rage on fettered land

The Brit shot, his horse shot, lying as if napping together, what a meaningless mean joke

Cowboys armed up for justice and called themselves The Regulators

Loyalty and revenge, evening scores spiraled into War

Everybody wanted to kill somebody, body counts grew 

Fight for the dead, gun down the land robbers and county thieves 

Fight for justice, bloodshed unabated

President intervened, full pardon refused

The Kid was a Kid, the Kid was a Nobody

So he slipped away and ran for a living 

In the end the living rotted in desert wind

Face smeared, name defamed, animals ran out of barns 

Scarred, battled, still dreaming for a family for a home

Her teeth a tunnel, her eyes need a boat 

Cornered in Stinky Spring, horse shot by the doorway

No food no water no fire he walked out laughing, hands in air
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At the age of twenty-one, the school Kid was a dead man walking

Icon of outlawry, his clear blue eyes

The Kid escaped, riding out of town singing

Refused to leave, the mind’s invisible blackout 

Felled at the doorway by a sheriff who feared flowers more than men

Brain reeled across the lady’s house as oranges tumbled through red grass

Framed in moonlight, he was one of us, one of ours

Sunset on New Mexico, old pals under the same rock

Billy the Kid, Doc Holliday, Jesse James, Charlie Bowdre

The House faded from memory, the alias endured tumbleweeds

Ballads-bound, I will be with the world till she dies

Hello Kid, ride on
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werner herzog flies baCk to a piCture of dieter 
dengler’s 

He was born in the Bavarian capital to a German father and a Croatian mother.  

They moved to a Dorf, a village nestled in the Alps. 

The Bombing Raid destroyed their neighbor’s house.

It was the close of World War II. 

Dresden was in rubble. Cologne was in blue. 

Wallpapers were peeled off for the glue stew. 

Nutrients on the lid, at the bottom of a pot. 

The family moved back to the city.

He refused to sing and got started on an entry of filmmaking.

Then he stole a camera and stayed to move pictures around.

Picture-in-motion. 

Exotic places figured in far away fingers. 

Wrath of God, Wings of Hope.

Shot by a rifle during filming. 

“It is not a significant bullet,” he said. 

Was he to make it new. 

Der film ist tot. The film is dead, says Fassbinder and Wenders

Wir glauben an den neuen. We believe in the new, says Schlöndorff and Margarethe von 

     Trotta.

Is it a matter of belief, after migration from image to life and backward.

Back after a land of fallen men women children animals and trees.

Flattened ground, that’s where to begin.

Is Herzog the duke a bear, a swift or jellyfish dressed in a blue dress.

Stealing permitted, immigration on the go.

The New Wave breaking the borders from France to Germany. 

Encore. 
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He lived not far from the Bavarian capital.

He lived in a Dorf, a village not far from Sachrang in the Alps.

Bombing Air Raid.

Warplane flew by attic windows.

The pilot was so close that he made eye contact.

A split second in the mind’s eye.

Who’s looking forward.

No one needs you to fly.

Little Dieter needs to fly.

Over the ocean passing through islands. 

Potatoes peeled, going to college on the West Coast.

Vietnam far below, fire flowers lit some dark corners. 

Some objects came to the forefront. 

Do you hear the music, Tristan und Isolde.

“Love shall, for once, find utter repletion.” says Wagner. 

Was he ready to crash land in Laotian jungles.

Did he hear the Star Spangled Banner with the American flag wave at the end of it all.

Oceans and foreign shores. 

Barefoot through jungle. 

Leeches sucking on soft spots.

Friendship built on mud, blood and rotating tennis shoe.

Raft before waterfall. 

Was death the only friend. 

The tortures went on.

Grandfather was named. 

He refused to say Heil Hilter. 

Clock building apprentice years were re-called. 

Some hard beating some passing outs. 

Was he looking forward. 
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Open some doors in the walls or paint a few. 

Stack up rice, honey, flour under your floor. 

Below that thin or thick skin.

Some lines are crossed.

Some lights turned off. 

Some left pooling.

In the whole mess of living.

Are you looking forward.

Island of planes, land of dreamscapes. 

There’s an enormous door.

Horses flying upward.

Beyond that door, dear friend, what do you say.



valerie mejer Caso
the true loves (room #1)

these images were first displayed
at the 2016 koChi-muziris biennale

translated by torin jensen



dedicated to the memory of C.D. Wright
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the true loves (wall at the entranCe)

The meadow appeared yellow the horses
nearly white and even though
it was dusk, the distance
was cobalt blue.
The water
ultramarine. In short, her death
had emptied into the landscape.
And shaken we didn’t say:
These are the true loves.
It was useless.
Like a book in another language
that only serves to brace
the leg of a table.
And we sat in her, silent,
in our awkward balance
in our definitive desolation
as we looked at one another. Occasionally.
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thanksgiving day

Avenging yourself would be like boiling
blood stains
out of a white shirt. Useless?
I saw it boiling, inside of
a bubbly lake, the great fabric
with infinitesimal buttons
around the body
of an enraged
 saint.
That didn’t happen anymore in the movie,
instead that Gulliver who
burning in fury, was the god,
visiting one Monday in my dreams.
The movie was Lithuanian,
the actresses still unknown
like my great-grandmothers
but one of them wanted
   to appease
the anger of the other, something near impossible…

to the point
at which the repentant
  began to recite,
You shouldn’t avenge yourself
in order to boil the blood stains…
But an instant before
she talked about her comrades
torn from their houses like
  autumn leaves
and just when she was going
to arrive where she promised them
to be leaves of perennial trees
the enraged one recited too
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(then the viewer learns
this is a popular poem in Lithuania)
and the invisible wave burst
onto them. A sudden
  blackout
and now (with which) it’s known
that the woman is made of dough
(flour and water, yeast
  salt)
and the stone man
tied with cartilage,
the fired oven with the
nearly orange or nearly blood
stones or words
before the world, like
the betrayal of the light, emptied into stars
of a port without people
like rivers tied to my throat
whose channel is the passage
that revenge yields to
the arms that rise,
towards the building of a body
in ferocious fits
towards the first ship in sight
breaking the despair and the horizon…
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failure (re-write)

A great black trail, a cauldron,
but under moments of illusion
   a yellow
   pool, just so under stained glass
and the sun.
Traveling and traveling and traveling
remembering the angular moment
that someone squeezes your hand
and gives you encouragement.
The extra strength doesn’t last longer than three
    days.
The comets I’ve seen
are so few;
and I can’t even get out of my mind
the cloud that brought a
   rainbow
nor the penis of a giraffe
that we saw in a zoo.
Don’t tell me anymore that you love me 
for helping me find the great
   pastures
and the Mississippi River on a moldy
map. I know that in blue
hours you re-write interminably
how it is that the countries
set off for
failure and also the sun on the mountains
and the tenderness of the true loves.
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live shows

When entering your house.
When entering my house.
When entering the house of a stranger.
Something of danger, of anxiety,
inexplicable,
and a vase with roses, begonias,
astromelias and birds of paradise.
Fear is collective and personal
the streets full of theaters
the people waiting for
that unique dialogue:
“You didn’t tell me she
  had died.”
“You didn’t ask me”
I despaired of the memory
  of a bee
that mid-sentence
buried its stinger in my throat
a pain that lemon and garlic
  calm
unlike that show
where one by one
and hundreds by hundreds
the bees abandon the world.
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images against images

My country in pink: as if the blood
mixed with milk. If you enter
the corner shop, among the grains,
the television on:
the orange face talking
of a great wall
occupies in this oval all of the Gulf of Mexico.
What fear, what panic, what irremediable
fright to be beneath the empire.
I say it this way frankly, although as I say it
I see a cornfield in a photograph
where Mr. Sperling is to the side
of Don José. It was Veracruz. It’s still Veracruz,
towards where the Gulf
opens its blue heart, its true love.

I’m going to bring closer to you the face
of my country to the shore

of the face of yours. In my
country the natives are called Indians

because when the conquistadors caught sight
of the coast they thought they had

arrived at yours. India and our Indians.
The Indigenous the Indian Ocean. The blue

indigo which is a beach where two faces
come together and the foam is the scar

of a beautiful error. Beneath our
waters nothing until the bottom the invisible

giant, with uncertain dignity,
without knowing well what is or isn’t.
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forms of innoCenCe

Blood and milk, roses are drawn to the top of the trees,
elms, cedars, ash trees (palm to palm) the giant
presence of the trees measures the distance with the season/
blue on a corner / blue
like a naïve idea conceived by a virgin doll.

Let the saints be the ones who talk to us when we go
inside a plane, populating a territory.
The heart—the top of the trees. The hand that carries
the soul and one pointing towards a brief adornment in a destroyed

temple. The sacred heart,

the top of the trees,

the altitude populated by planes

and in one of them me,
my daughter,
and that nocturnal voice
that told her: with God I lay down
with God I rise, with the
grace and the power of the Holy
Spirit.
Amen for the falling trees of the earth
and for the sky where we have disappeared.
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the forest moves

An enormous violet flower and towards the purple blue
at the center of each minute flower
which together make up such a thing similar
      to a forest
symbol of the passion
and also the passion itself.

It wasn’t a forest,
but you would have sworn yes.

Thus we understood how unsound
was the world. A horse

skeleton and later
a horse in stampede.

This really happened, in green,
as if the nebula
against that turquoise sky
was a fantasy and not
a snapshot of our pain
for the news.
Inside my home
I cried
seas still un-navigated 
and I was the empty face
of the God of mercy. 
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dress of survivors:

Reality put on a white lime
dress, or nearly glass
but broken,
before envying the sun,
  it all took its time…
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the infinite mystery of private life

No one is
being pulled out of his chair
No one is forced to look in the mirror.
In the lines to enter the theater
uneven, intimate thoughts occur.
How does a face move closer to the shore
of another? Incidentals, the birds or they help
or they’re extinguished. The black rhinoceros no longer exists
and a turtle whose name
  I don’t remember. 
I was eleven years old, up the street
down the street, the speed of the skates
competed with a cloud-white owl
above the tremendous eucalyptus trees.
This I say was a simple fact,
but the only spell of a suburb.
She and I. She who was flying
I who was skating. the night, the night,
    the night.
The eucalyptus trees measuring themselves with the future 
and the row of identical houses. 
More a monetary suburb because
of the presence of the giants.
Its smell, its absence of definitive
roots to a point that
  they were almost feet
hollow like caves
the eucalyptus trees
were the first mind that
I knew inside.
My private life began there—
later, much later,
I met you. Now you’re as unknown to me
as the most uncomfortable 
or extravagant notion

of the infinite.
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distanCe theory
for Zurita

A body in its passerine excellence looked at me. I didn’t notice right away. It takes time to 
know what in reality has been passing. And so we’ve written letters, long ones and fun ones, 
others that confess unmentionable things. And for all we’ve said in them I don’t know your 
house, you don’t know mine, and you’re several countries away. At least we fit within the 
illusion that we’re “Latin Americans,” that “we come from immigrants who had wanted to 
return home.” Anyway, you’re so far away the only time we went to your country we flew 
over the snowcapped Andes. I had read what you’d said about that mountain range, but it’s 
true that to see it and be seen by it was something else. So it’s exactly where you understand 
the price you pay for distance. On a map you’re a horse and I’m a mare, the two of us are 
the same color, nearly the same size and by a whim of mine we are apparently the size of 
the country where we we’re born. We’re separated meridians that I’ve painted in blue and 
white in memory of the sky and the clouds (that you transformed on the page) and if you 
add up our drawn bodies, if we stretch them out on the map, we would close the distance 
between our countries (on the map). A verbal measure that exists between wanting and 
talking and living to want to talk, of seas and nothing, of pasts and of everything. So we’ll 
speak tomorrow with uncertainty but with a full mouth. Dying daily, drawing and writing 
nonsense. For the other side of the map measures the still bird, the one I said looked at 
me. So this theory goes, my infinite friend. It serves as no more than a letter, but it isn’t a 
letter, it doesn’t negate the distance. It’s nonsense, but it’s the only home where you and I 
find each other.



isabelle garron
from variation 1

translated by eléna rivera
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. before this] it had been necessary to go back to the top alone
owing to the result of an oversight   .driving
ahead of schedule  — against

our will .leaving you further down — standing amidst a
landslide .the shapes rare and everywhere
this setting sun
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. this] my rage colored by this laughter of yours behind my back
that I lived on .harsh — moving away

under the heat — infinite : to say the feeling-frames be
cause now to embrace you or nothing .or inscribes

the body   suffers or fatigue flips it
lets it out in one cry
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sweaty toward the peak then
the cry came as if

torn out

torn out in advance
it had to do wi

th experiencing

radiance – going
back up much

later  .this radiance

that  .I would gi
-ve myself / -it?

night fallen?
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the mossy night
it     . made

a necklace

then a shadow
on bodies

bore

ours in count
er

form naked

in the full
moo

n black

tone
diffuse

beneath

its design
raw milk

or otherwise

formulated tint
ed white

smashed
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. higher up] signage blurred and panorama
on a city   .sky cleared oh !

this impossible good .seeing each other again
us      .running beside the bay

because along the length of it I loved you yes .in
the life of the imagination – what was it?

same as     the game of the masterpiece cut
into a puzzle a piece would be missing
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. really ] was I alive those radiant days       proclaiming that
that year all would be contradicted : your body our

room those few days     the incredible rustling
outside and the smell of mild weather

like the sea in front that breaks     I stare at it
waiting for you    eyes thick    because

in a little less than an hour   I know you’re going to appear
behind my back by the front door
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. it ( the life imagined) between two volumes
composed of suitcases .of costs .of letters

and a few exercises – physical let’s say
overlooking the city .the wave .the bay

illuminated     .and like a turn of a pedal
would chant the alphabet : to translate

the love I bore you    . in the momentum
blue trails of a form   .she, unchanged
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to translate the contours of a blue form yes
would’ve been in the past     the object

of a poem

to see what in the past would have been needed
to write in the same manner as

the ascent

useless at the top if only for one’s own
purpose .attachment without rank

the logic

that it held     .beauty in the mirror of summer
glaciers .the bay .the wave in

electricity
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— previously : meaning everything was ahead
equal    .wide open    : from the dry cleaner’s
to the croissants picked up

from across the street on the return

their half mouth moon form partly given
without forgetting the receptionists
on the phone in the large glass
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electricity in the passage mid
foreclosed on hair

between the sky’s

pulleys steel gray
blue beacon

in summer

at the same time rain fell
magic beneath our feet
mist before torrents

that it dug such a
riverbed of our

steps

swamped accidentally
one day undone

under a form a

discharged patch of gold
that’s how it was
that day

our electricity
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now]    what has to be added is : this palpable body
makes it equal       to see it still     .and that

to slow rhythms of seaweed trampled
by you      slender as if cut

by the horizon   .on coils
of troubled color

in the freshness of your advance .and
of this river getting out of the bath
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moreover partial as well as an early riser you   in these hours described
your loss barely read digitally

a cessation ? no       its lyricism

hence the train grooves that unfolded
reminding us of those in a painting

end of century much talked about

in the course of discussions a series of
clichés   from this terrace

in the red sunset .set



mohammed khaïr-eddine
the king

translated by jake syersak
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I string along inside of my stigmata a king who parches the uvulas
of thousands tongue-lashed by that rogue’s lightning
assagaies pommeling my purloin star
inside my antidote I string along a king who snarls out
a litter of lions from riven infancy come winter
my apodeal legs feel out the tepid danger
established in the small explosions of the gyromitra and lily
I circulate through my lungs an old leper
and his scandalous inner-circle of ankles knotted together by sprains

the squillae of childhood loom together a resentful memory
into the violet anus of the seas
I string howling
black scintillations and tethered-down by heavenly glory

how to pass through the nose of the king
his murderous head
through his legendary strong-arms pressing their najas into my head

the true sun will limp under the weight of the torrential joints
of my life’s opprobrium and blood’s
cumin strangles me and out of my left eye the king proposes a toast
to drink my right eye rightly
I’m executed by the king’s
lead-like inflection and my shadow too outwardly
wealthy (I’m casting away my crutches
white-hot rye fields perspiring
spiders sculpted over the pomp of delirium)

it’s been said my balaclava of earth reared up
my sentiments of inverted rust
in the dossiers of oleander-flowers
from my country that one calls the stone of the wind

the king takes apart my clock-face to point out
this era’s hydra—the spiraled masses
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string along its tempestuous eczema more adeptly than White
Fridays at black tide

I string up a toolkit of noons king minus my fever
per the curves of horizon reversed by joyous
thorns
and the milk of figs dropped from the disorder of the stars

like the cockchafers charred by the antiquated etiquette of springtime
like the evil-doers redeemed by the last remaining jailer
like the dual vee of birds in my eyes embracing one another
inside my teardrops inventing crocodiles
shooting from the mud over the purview of my almond-tree nights

your words pink scree in the
serpent’s flavor

like your statue bound to be reformed in my quicklime

I pull the nails from my body elevated too high to be wept over
I shed blood to burn you with
your erotic moons explode over my roadways
gnawed by dogs
your throne lobs the abysses of bombs from the helm of the clouds
and whips your swelling back into my lens

I was standing in the center of a zoning ordinance when it began to appear yellow and 
the color disappeared emaciated finally stretched-out by its clean traversal someone told 
me our love had been pilfered the Champs des Lyres hoisted itself onto my shoulders with 
cambricum I’m sure to retrieve under a decapitated jackal the skillfully tanned skin of les 
Boucs I stretched out to seat myself on waiting for the obligatory dreams to end up dead 
the king gave birth to oblivion the prey edified its sky and brought an end to my aim 
metamorphosed into a bee’s rousing sex the metro drove back the rain let’s recapitulate that 
I was screaming at those who weren’t there it’s absolutely no delusion because the thinnest 
parts of my speech are shaking in your massacres I granted them safe passage into the 
frontiers of Fact ringing like a droplet of the crucifixion I had seated myself for cross-legged 
on the maps of my own misfortune.
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they lived in the isolated flame of candles they noshed the legs of cockroaches they slurped 
sweat they invited Asian flu and cancer into their little squared-up faces they allowed for 
ironworks to teethe serrations around their ankles and took advantage of my presence to 
carve out the tongue we are the Earth and the king barfs into our sour bloodlines we are the 
swallows of the wind’s necessary gale we dare carry a flag threaded with scars they rolled 
like old asses in scourged oats and they had no faith in my wrinkles my wisecracks slapped 
me in the face the longest of my arms retreated my revolt rapped at the door mandible of 
thunder I made the tour of Paris fifty times and I saw the emberous ladies the membranous 
men the lettucey little girls smiled in my direction but I was incapable of returning the 
favor despite concentrating on them intently how to love when you tote catastrophe on 
your lips in the trainstop café the hand from the table grabs the king who roused my nausea 
by the throat in one monstrously invincible motion the beer climbed from my stomach 
and surrendered after a brief shootout the hen who laid the golden eggs in my matchbook 
reciprocated with eggs of cinder and forced me to guzzle les Boucs knowing that I’d vomited 
their monarch originating from the holes of the whole outlying neighborhoods and they 
surrounded me without explanation but they couldn’t get near me I would’ve strangled the 
king already suffocating in my grip the elderly argan tree saluted me a lizard delivered me 
the fraternal telegram of all the reptiles engorged with jujubes and the ebbs of surging rage 
and red chains I revisited my village teetering on the trident of Time again I trudged up 
the mountain’s violet ridge in the evening when my bones filled with the tintinnabulation 
of the guerillas’ sandy roses the Spaniards danced their seguidilla the Italians placed the 
Holy Ghost in an overheated locomotive and all the people of the world swept across 
the highways and concocted one big air of pandemonium following the example of the 
astrological maps and from the savannahs I lead the world from its Sepulcher I lift the 
world to the dialect of the instant illumination it swings itself from men’s pockets falling 
like a nest infiltrated the eggs while the serpent upstarts the heat of the sun has lapped the 
Earth’s politics the king faced off against in a duel with the devil who fires first always the 
king sordidly postures himself up without disguise les Boucs along the Assembly Line there 
is alarm in the putrefying hooves

my apodeal legs feel out the tepid danger
established in the small burst of the gyromitra and lily
I circulate through my lungs an old leper
and his scandalous inner-circle of ankles knotted together by sprains
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through that horse of yours called youth
through the rapids of Nigeria and the flotillas of infinity’s song
through the marble of the war palaces in smithereens
of lolling lynchings
the leader of the abyss diggers
sharpens you deadlier than the razor of an ocean’s wave

through your chain-bracelette of millipede legs so Vesuvial to salamanders
through your profuse stench laughing up the mural of Marrakesh
through the plates where you make a feast of my numbness and my cirhossis
through buckwheat flowering into flames
of your gown
I descend
halt
I ring out a death knell for the king who dies at my hand
for the king who whispers inside the talons of a cesspool

the hooves putrefying upward from the old petroleum-like tales lugging through drugstores 
their halo of illegible landscapes and tubercular poetry at the bottom of a ditch full of 
corpses the blight attacking the seedpod of my blighted blood turned into sunken faces in 
the avalanche of stars crushed on the neck of the sky weighed down by figures I wasn’t 
expecting anything more from the extravagant nothingness nor the turtledoves inside 
my wallet THE RESENTMENT written in cash and bus tickets the mouth irremediably 
tightened the fingers prepared to sink themselves once more into an oeuvre whose apple 
forgets the risks I lent them the side-eye I eyeballed them I tried to rescue them I spent 
white midnights as talc they were unwatchable and masochistic Within the soul of things 
a hotbed of sparks scraping up the sky in the street I returned a heap of lost shadows and 
swift rapes the newspaper published the marvels but I was unaware they were bound to 
an old pact to the lie I pushed back against my disarray for a time but without knowing it 
I fabricated maggots from the meat and carbuncles with difficulty I left the establishments 
not quite successfully waking up one evening found it imperative to make use of a special 
product to remove my support I revealed underneath the lovely tombstone of my breath 
and nervous breakdowns and bit-by-bit I ended up at the Umbilical point where it was 
always Night.
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you wound us up in the withered olive branch just before the deluge
you summoned us toward hypothetical quarrels
you granted us amnesty and scratched disgrace into our faces
mutely mutely like the waters of death
like a firestorm in the very heart of my heart

my table remained deserted my family which is that of
arachnids and suriae invaded the aridity of your eyes
and the Mosquito drank the sea in front of the Ramses your lightning is

rebel king
blizzard king of needles leading one thing to another you style me
in swarms of crickets my screams recollect

I’ve unearthed you from Hitler’s trench where you were rewriting the plot twists of your 
     catapulting
cavalcades and faith insidiously vast hailstorm raining down despair of caved-in dawns

soldier king
of colonialism and the sap-red tie
the cedar and the river restoring hunger and thirst
to she who births colics
onto a dismantled quran tying maggots into the lock of my fugue and peoples scratching 
     their
haunches against the hedges the bottom of your vanity
while I recite the names of Baraka and the secretive suffering among the leaves of autumn
root names the mu’addhin discovered in the panther not to mention
what you offer me
I camouflage my isolation poorly
from the names of golden laurels
from the names of neurasthenic caverns
and considering that my hair will dig out from under the catastrophe
in the street I spread your name like smallpox
seasoned with a dash of armyworm
tough shit for the age of buttercups drag-netting the swamp
tough shit if they pilfer the veins from my skin like some assassin
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realizing what will survive the blowback is a beach
where morning lounges to replenish its eagle energy
with headcheeses spread by the knives of my vertebrae
of the drummed up villages
and weddings perhaps thinks the sand
of mankind
running through my rosettes and kohled-up eyelashes

meanwhile a foghorn from the harbor
blows and impersonates
my voice
the king of rot through a sarcophagus
I’ve suffocated that beast for so long the crafty
Umbilical eclipse
in exchange for the green purity of my silence
where dreams hear the sunlight

no king
nor führer
only this power of a day to seismically molt
to sink
into the black milk of my palm grove



john yau
the philosopher
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1

He sacrificed the vulgar prizes of life but his eyes danced with velvet spleen
He threw out phrases of ill-tempered humor but tread the path of primrose dalliance
He was often empty of thought but remained entangled in paradox
He gave away his youth by the handful but hurrying thoughts clamored for utterance
He was profoundly skeptical but utterly detached from any sign of obstinacy
He went hot and cold but would fall into the blackest melancholies
He writhed with impotent humiliation but his blank gaze chilled you
He smiled with fatuous superiority but was often stunned and uncomprehending
He made a loathsome object but was afflicted with high levels of mental depletion
He delivered a series of monosyllabic replies but parts of him throbbed dangerously
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2

He murmured a civil rejoinder shortly before immersing himself in grave thoughts
He never wore an argument to tatters and was known to smile with fatuous superiority
He sat on thorns in the belief that it would set his cumbersome imagination adrift
He sighed deeply from a kind of mental depletion before smiting his snoring neighbor
He stiffened his face into obstinacy so his thoughts could clamor for more attention
He was aware of the one emotion that caused his limbs to run to marble
He was detached from life even when his face was illuminated by extraterrestrial thought
He gave her a baffled stare while pausing to embrace a sudden daydream
He felt an unaccountable loathing lurking in the rebound of her words
He had a colorless fluency that flummoxed others who were stumbling and silent
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3

He believed his eyes shone with the pure fire of a great purpose
He always waited until his scorn expired before attempting to speak
He introduced the coaxing inflections of a child into his weekly lecture
He was mistrustful of what any sign of zeal might to do to his argument
He pretended he needed to shamble away in order to encourage further sympathy
He advertised his passions with sneers and pretended to hide behind an exultant smile
He enjoyed what enticements came his way with astonishing unscrupulousness
He airily lampooned his colleagues’ most cherished accomplishments 
He needed to makes sure he did not release unguarded adjectives into the air
He was the author of books no longer pertinent to the discussion 
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4

He had become a red-bellied cloud hanging motionless in the sky 
He grew contemptuously indifferent to the logic of public opinion
He knew his best thoughts were covered with rare vegetation 
He was stuck between formless verbosity and passionless rhetoric
He refused to be jaded by his extravagant gastronomical exertions 
He felt an unaccountable loathing at his need to toss off ill-humored phrases
He did not want to fall prey to listless uneasiness or eager hopefulness
He was afraid he was a filament in a sea captain’s hostile imagination 
He expressed surprise by becoming a comical and deferential satyr
He would never again be a poet walking in a valley populated by shadows



antonin artaud
from the ivy notebooks (august 1947)

translated by peter valente
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i am not an

   initiate

   but an inventor,

   creator

          author

whatever you want

---------------

There is nothing

       that escapes me,

I know 
    
everything

everything said

      about

           me

       is 

         from the larva

of the emanation
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of the snot

of sperm

of nothingness

that which creates

the fire of 

life the

raising

of the leaven

-----------

a man died 

   in Golgotha, 

who was crucified 

    in Golgotha 

because he very strongly 

    argued 

that man is immortal

and that the animal spirit, god,
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      never had

    immortality,

and because he maintained 

that man does not 

copulate with 

     the beast 

and that he also does not copulate 

    with man

that man does not copulate

that man 

is not a spirit 

but a man

-------------

This Jesus-christ

has left innumerable descend

ants that constitute
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    a race

    of untouchables,

    disgusting

    and absolutely 

    abominable

    pariahs.

----------

I believe that all

    initiation is 

    the fruit of a crime 

          on the astral-plane of

          universal matter

which gave us 

    a world 

    we did not want

     and yet 

     the initiates forced it upon us.
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the 2nd Tetrad is

    not the 1st tetragrammaton

And it is to rule the world

that they have constructed 

their so-called 

secret kabbalistic 

numerology 

but it is, however, 

infernal

because it comes from a world that is desired 

but which 

does not exist.

kairapatanka

     ankrra

akrankairapatanga

      angra

akraïrak   angra
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----------

an excremental

mass of human

elements 

is on my body

which will be driven out

with the most ex

treme brutality. 

dinere ta zultal

akara ka garzi

garzi

I search for a clean

and liberated reality

where things 

do not perpetually lose

their residue

unlike here and where the pure people 
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can walk free

and straight

 
---------

from my

self,

        here,

reality will reconstitute itself

after a global explosion

    that comes from me

    launched by me.

-----------

I’ll get closer

    to this last sect 

  of masonic initiates
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who created the beast

      inside me

      on me

and left inside me

its limbs and stones

of shit

in order to prove

its power of

    terrification

-------

medicine is only a cynical 

and monstrous scientific deception, 

because it is entirely based 

on the perpetration, 

not yet 

entirely 

concluded at this hour, 
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of an immense 

             human 

                    crime

----------

The story of Jesus christ 

as we know it

historically 

I say historically, 

           a myth, 

beautiful or ugly 

but finally just a myth,

and though 300 million 

Christians believe it 

   as sure as fate, 

this myth, nevertheless, 

      is false, false and
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      fabricated, 

              the facts 

contradict it 

completely;

      and the facts are 

the facts, 

           they happened 

and historically 

the story of Jesus Christ 

occurred perhaps, 

but it happened 

like the facts and 

not like the myth. 

And facts occur 

   in everyday reality 

   while myths 

never happen anywhere

-----------
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I am

     a living

     catastrophe

you could endure

perhaps

the development

of the catastrophe 

but the authentic repetition 

of the real torments

through which the body passed 

   in the midst of 

    its authentic 

   catastrophe: there is no man 

   in the world 

      who could bear it

-----------
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a man offers his whole body

to be torn  

apart
   
            for the daily re-

newed salvation of human

vampirism;

to give a man

did not give his body only once 

on a cross in Golgotha 

for the salvation of all beings, but

daily he returns 

to be cut up and tortured 

on the altars

 
---------

and now if the dogs 

   of misery that 

       incite 
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       this humanity 

have something 

    specific 

    to say 

I invite them all 

    to show themselves

the dogs of death

the dogs of war

the dogs of disease

the dogs of hunger

The dogs of 

    the inveterate pain 

         of being born1

---------

1  These lines are probably the conclusion of what Artaud wrote in the margin of this page of the 
notebook, “I drown you all and drown everything / under opium, the concentrate of my / old and perpetu-
ally / renewed pain, and this is an opium that the dogs / of misery will not eat this time.”
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The criminal monks of the Himalayas

thought to  pan        break through

that                   nele       pain

without                 lamel       realizing

                             namel    

that                        omel        it was me

me in                      nele        a per

petual struggle       meldi      with

that objective                         vulva

of                                        the crucified

and that he                        was not

   crucified

the evil will be         re       paired

       and what good is all this 
 
       comedy when we know very well 

       that there is nothing 

       but a terrible pain 

       that has always prevented anything from existing
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ko honar de karshimera

carimera cartim.

----------

a marvelous 

    element 

    was lost 

    which man 

    no longer 

        embodies 

because he 

        killed it 

in my loins 

  even ripped it 

  out of my heart 

because he 

enjoyed it

so much

----------
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gea    nanga

t a acta gabara

ta garba

   shit2

    -------

Now it is I 

who am 

this lost 

and sought-after 

element 

that 

the beings 

kill 

after I 

understand 

that I became it 

2  In the margin of this page Artaud wrote, “Yet it is I who am / this element that was killed / I”
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-------

not  aumong  armag

     but

arhmong   amag   tamau

Because things are always at the same 

point, they have not changed, it is the priests 

who always hold in their dirty hands 

the abyss of immortality, 

as they voluntarily and systematically maintain this world

from the angle of misery, the bankruptcy 

of conscience, the despair

of the complete starvation of the body

and death.

This world believes itself to be anarchic, 

disorderly, aimless 

This is not true. It is led, 
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but despairingly, by its sinister leaders, 

for it has a terrible and vertiginous history which

I will speak about on the day of the Last Judgment,

Because I am the unknown executed 

in Golgotha on the order of the priests and 

I am not Christ but 

nobody and I have a small 

account to settle publicly 

with all the priests of all time.



du fu
ti ma frein, the eremit wei

drover toun

translated by brian holton
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ti ma frein, the eremit wei 

In this life we twae niver cud get trystit
nae mair nor vesper an daystern;
we’ll no get anither nicht like this,
baith o’s thegither in the caunle’s leam.
Juist callants no lang syne, it seems,
our haffets nou are lyart an grey;
we speir for freins: the hauf o them’s deid,
an our hairts are scaudit wi the gliffs we get.
Little we kent it’d be twenty year
afore I’d step owre yir yett again, sir.
When I gaed awa, ye werena mairriet;
but now there’s lads an lassies in a raw:
gentie ti their faither's auld billie,
they speir at uis whit road A cam,
an whan our wee bit blether’s dune,
the bairns sets out the toddie kettle,
syboes sneddit in the forenicht’s smirr,
an brose new hottert frae the pat.
The guidman says it’s ti be a foy,
eggs uis on ti a dizzen tassies -
but wad a dizzen tassies mak uis as fou
as the luve A’ve hed for ye in my hairt aye ?
Bens an bealachs the morn‘ll twine us,
an forrit, tho we guess an fear, we canna say.
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to my friend, the hermit wei 

In this life we two never could get to meet
no more than evening and morning star;
we’ll not get another night like this,
both of us together in the candle’s gleam.
Juist lads not long ago, it seems,
our temples now are grizzled and grey;
we ask after friends: half of them are dead,
and our hearts are scalded by the shocks we get.
Little we knew it’d be twenty years
before I’d step across your door again, sir.
When I went away, you weren’t married;
but now there’s lads an lassies in a row:
courteous to their father's old pal,
they ask me by what road I came,
then when our wee bit chat is over,
the kids set out the toddy kettle,
scallions cut in the evening’s drizzle,
and broth just now seething in the pot.
The host says it’s to be a party,
eggs me on to a dozen glasses -
but would a dozen glasses get me as drunk
as the love I’ve had for you in my heart?
Mountains and high passes tomorrow will separate us,
and forward, though we guess and fear, we cannot say.   
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drover toun

1
Reid clouds bourach up wastawa,
Dayset faas owre the level land.
Poutrie keckles inben the wicker yett,
A fremt hame-comer’s traivelt a thousan mile.
Wife an bairns dumfounert at A’m here,
The gliff gaed by, they dicht awa their tears.
In a tapsalteerie warld A tholed a gangrel life,
But cam hame in life, chancie tho it wis.
Neibours stow the dyke-heids out,
They’re sicherin an sabbin, ilka yin.
I the wee hours o the nicht A lift the caunle:
The twae o’s, forenent ilkither, like a dream.

2
In eild wis A gart ti tak ti the road,
Hame’s no sae awfu blithesome tho.
Browdent bairns winna rise frae their knees,
Feart their faither’s for the aff ance mair.
A mind the grand caller air langsyne,
Auld trees that stuid about the stank.
Strang’s the souch-souch o the norlan wind,
A hunner hairt-scauds, thinkin on the past.
A lippen on the corns aa bein gaithert in,
An ken the dreep-dreep o the pat-still.
Eneuch for the nou, ti fill lip-fou the tassie:
Fine it’ll dae, ti ease the e’enin o ma life.
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3
A paircel o hens skirlin an skellochin -
Guests come, wi the hens aa fechtin, tae.
Yince A‘d chased the hens inti the tree,
A heard the chappin on ma wicker yett.
It’s fower or five auld yins that’s here
Ti speir about ma lang an ferawa traivels.
In ilka haun a wee bit something brocht,
The whisky pig’s cowpit, it’s drumlie, then fine:
“Och, dinna nay-say a dram, wersh tho it be:
There’s nane ti plou our fields o corn.
War an fechtin, an aye wi nae devaul:
Our laddies taen, ilkane, eastawa ti the airmy.”
“Allou me nou ti gie ye a sang, auld yins,
Sic hership maks ma hairt owre great, A vou”.
The sang dune, we leukt ti Heiven wi a souch,
Ilka haffet begrutten wi our tears
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drover town

1
Red clouds crowd together in the west,
The light fades over the level land.
Poultry cackle behind the wicker gate,
An unfamiliar home-comer’s travellled a thousand miles.
Wife and kids flabbergasted that I’m here,
Once the shock is over, they wipe away their tears.
In a topsy-turvy world I endured a vagrant’s life,
But came home alive, lucky that I was.
Neighbours pack the wall-heads out,
They’re sighing and sobbing, every one of them.
In the small hours of the night I lift the candle:
Both of us, facing each other, like a dream.

2
In old age was I forced out on the road,
Home’s not so very cheerful, though.
Pampered kids won’t rise from their knees,
Afraid their father’s going away again.
I remember the fine fresh air of long ago,
Old trees that stood about the pond.
Strong is the sough of the northern wind,
A hundred sources of grief, thinking of the past.
I rely on the corn all being gathered in,
And recognise the dripping of the pot-still.
Enough for just now, to fill brim-full the glass:
It’ll do just fine to ease the evening of my life.
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3
A parcel of hens screeching and squawking -
Guests come, and the hens all fighting, too.
Once I‘d chased the hens into the tree,
I heard the knocking at my wicker gate.
It’s four or five old guys that are here
To ask about my long and faraway travels.
In each hand a little something brought,
The whisky jar’s up-ended, it’s cloudy, then fine:
“Oh, don’t turn down a drink, tasteless though it is:
There’s none to plough our fields of corn.
War and fighting, and never an end to it:
Our sons taken every one, east to the army.”
“Allow me now to give you a song, gaffers,
Such hardship makes my heart too full, I vow”.
The song done, we looked up to Heaven with a sigh,
Every cheek streaked with our tears.



youssef rakha
ya ustaz mohammed

translated by robin moger
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& I didn’t taste her lips
& company didn’t show until the final day
I filled the space that’s for your body 
consciously or lost
in dreams like a festival
& thought of her a little
& missed you

Home is you now
sad and joyful 
like the violets in the song
& going’s come to overshadow everything 
I wrote I read I filled my head & emptied it 
& went in company to places
where the parties were

It never felt like leaving mattered
too much to me
I took things I left things
& remembered to be grateful that you’re here
& that is how life is ustaz mohammed 
That we be in the one place
but at different times 



eléna rivera
blue abstraCtion
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 “if there is too much subject matter, then there is no view” —Nathaniel Dorsky

Relinquishing control
not a song of treason
but a surface
to be treated

  Also heritage
  in an age of
  outside in

Color had to
stand trial
sand the subject

 That deceit first of negative space
 filled with figures
 Had to be primed
 with thin lightweight coats
 Men and women cold
 in the flurry

Inside color
I found
space endlessly receding
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  Was not abstraction
  something I’d worked for?

An etching point
gets at the tempest

  I didn’t mean to dislocate the story
  just tried to disclose the organic
  life of “abstract energy”

Defeat first
Squall then became
embodied in the materials

  Color
  aleatory
  Yes, “chance” “luck”
  also mind
  started getting
  hot      the form
  (could be called “key”)

Glean then
certain threads then
collected there
in the body
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  No place for nudes and the rapacious

Blue becomes alive then
in the life of the mind
in the cotton
in dense wind

A different kind of looking
A home
missing, haunted by
being furled

  The key to this?
  An “inside out” passion
    (concepts viewed from a different angle)

To clear the space
remove figures
the sequential

  but must be moved by what is left behind

beneath uneven incised lines
were primal energy sources
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  I walked for hours

  In all the detritus
  lines stuck
  I understood that too

The Canvas is never empty

  after “Primal Energy-13-Inner Sources,” painting by Edda Renouf



raul zurita
the night ’s boatmen

with linoCuts by valerie mejer Caso

translated by valerie mejer Caso and maC test
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Night, the wet nurse of guilt

Shakespeare
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1

With gale-force the silhouette of the first boatman 
arrived a little before dawn, cut out against 
daybreak’s vast aridity. Below, the flank of a 
boat becomes visible, and above, his figure rose when 
he rowed backward, as if something had made him 
turn abruptly. He lifted one of the oars as if to strike 
with it, and the gigantic white emptiness of his 
face seemed to scrutinize the currents. Further back, 
the blurry contours of a shoreline, and above it, the 
blurry weave of what might be some cities, and then 
some mountains suspended in the endlessly arid sky. All 
of this in a second; his arm lifted one of the oars and 
I screamed, hiding myself. An instant later, shattered 
cities and mountains floated by as if they were tiny 
bits of paper in the river. Toward the bottom, the first 
clouds of dawn condensed and where the sky descended 
below the waves they began to darken like blood clots. 
Touching the horizon, the river was a single mass of 
blood. Daybreak arrived and Abel just came from killing 
Cain out of jealousy for a mother’s love.
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2

The sky fell over the horizon and the silhouette of 
the second boatman stood out softly against the sky, 
smooth as an enormous white stain. He crouched, with 
his head turned downward and his arms seemingly 
petrified in the instant of picking something up. 
Further ahead, also roughly traced, a wooden pier 
came into view, reflections of water, and further down 
the indescribable: rivers and rivers of blood, infinite 
torrents of blood, volumes and volumes of blood. 
This time I awoke screaming. The outside had recently 
become clear and I returned to sleep almost right away. 
When I awoke, it was already morning and I could 
only retain these images: a pier and the silhouette of a 
boatman gathering my remains on the bank of a river of 
blood. His figure poured into the sky, an indiscernible 
sky that could be either morning or evening. At first I 
didn’t realize that I was dreaming. You also don’t know if 
you dream; you turn in the bed sleepily groping for 
my hand. Dawn’s darkened sky appears through 
the venetian blinds and the night’s boatmen also await 
daybreak: the endless bloodied rivers of a land in 
which you and I will wake up. It is the 15th of October 
and is already late: you watched television in one 
room and I remember that I screamed, but then I 
returned to sleep again, almost immediately. I remember 
this P and write these lines in the bitter front of night.
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3

Above, the figure of the third boatman appeared 
horizontally as if he were a giant void piercing the sky, 
meanwhile a little forward, to the side of what seemed 
like a dock, the diffuse outlines of the boat became 
visible. He turned around and the whites of his eyes 
bulged out of his face as if someone had called him. 
Lower down, the footprints of his shoes outlined the 
dock and later against the lower strip of sky; even lower 
down, as if they were enormous wells, his footprints 
continued marking the blood-soaked land, blood-soaked 
streets, and cities pooled in blood. I live in one of these 
cities overflowing with blood and I wrote these notes 
while P sleeps on the floor above. She told me that I 
should not make noise going up and then I recalled 
that the third boatman was standing up in the vast
sky, and turning his face, the sockets of his eyes 
fixed on me like two white blots, like two vapor trails, 
empty and sweet. I also remembered that footprints 
were being cut out beneath the horizon, one 
behind the other, like long warts soaked with blood. 
As I climbed up, P repeated to me that I should not 
wake her up. 
P then, I write the final instructions here for the third 
boatman of the night: 1. That we will wake up, 
2. That our mouths are two cities filled with blood. 
3. That we will wake up atop cities pooled in blood.
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4

Below, over the bloodied land, the enormous 
fragments of cities and shattered mountains piled up 
all over the place as if they were dead animals. 
Above, the sky’s blue background contrasted with 
the desert-colored silhouette of the fourth boatman. 
He pushed the oars forward and he wasn’t alone; 
emerging from the stained waters, countless beings 
climbed over the rubble trying to reach his boat. 
During the entire night we heard the beating 
of the oars moving us further away: at daybreak we 
saw leveled regions, country-sides overflowing 
with blood, multitudes drifting by in the current and at 
dawn we saw him. The boatman’s silhouette covered 
the sky completely and the smudge of his arms 
seized the oars, sending them steadfastly out over 
the horizon with an incarnate fury. Much lower, 
the clouds appeared like crabs closing over the dawn. 
When I opened my eyes, the forceful thrust 
of his oar had pushed me to the side and crushed 
my heart. It’s late. The oars sink down from the sky, 
sweeping the earth and very soon they will break
the windows and walls of this small room where
I write to you. You sleep. Outside the night 
is a river of blood where Abel kills Cain and where 
the fourth boatman sweeps me aside with his oars, 
destroying me. My name is Raúl Zurita. I write this dream 
here, P, because you are the night’s fourth boatman.
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5

His features kept on fading into the distorted plain 
of sky while a little lower down, also crossed by 
morning light, the wooden planks of the boat could 
hardly rise out of the bloody waters. It was 
the night’s fifth boatman. His upturned face seemed to 
scream, and behind him the other group of silhouettes 
piled up at the stern, squeezed so tightly together 
as if they were coats for each other. Little by little, 
the diminishing haze began to blend figures together, 
and when they disappeared entirely the naked sky 
opened like an infinite and white emptiness. A little 
before dawn, I managed to see him: cut out against 
daybreak, his hands had just abandoned the oars 
and the boat was about to capsize in a curdled river
of blood. We were six and I squeezed against the 
boatman’s back. During a few hours our features
poured onto the sky, but arriving at midday only a 
contrasting horizon and the sun’s brilliance blinding 
the earth remained. When I tried to grab you, P, your 
outline had been erased.
I tried to cling to you desperately while the waves 
dragged you onward, the clotted waves of the night’s 
bloodied river, and all the land swollen. At the end, I 
dropped the oars. When the sun emerged, our boat had 
sunk. Now it is morning and you have awoken. 
You come down the stairs half asleep, glance at these 
notes and later tell me to lie down. I rise from a 
shipwreck and go up with you. I enter. There is the 
bedroom. There is the plain of the exorbitant sky.
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6

Suddenly, the night’s sixth boatman drew himself  
against the back light of dawn. He stood erect and left 
the oars on the boat flanks. He wasn’t alone. On the 
bank, a couple of women and a man looked at him and 
he raised his arms as if he wanted to hasten the 
encounter. P also looked at him. She made me look
at him this time and then she returned to sleep. 
The soft contours of the river descended, 
fusing with the early morning clouds below, which 
expanded near the horizon as if the entire sky 
wanted to empty itself onto the land. I felt the 
sudden impulse to cry, asking him, telling him all 
that I missed in his absence, but I knew he wouldn’t 
turn around to listen to me, but rather signal that I 
sat with him. The oblique red tones of sunrise 
evoked the wrath of blood and the figures drawn in 
the sky seemed to enlarge. At my side, my mother 
squeezed my hand and my sister moved closer to 
me. The sky appeared against the white smoke 
of our silhouettes and beyond that the indescribable. 
Father, I wanted to tell him, why now. 
I don’t remember much more. Her arms stretched out 
to embrace me and rather than tell my father that I 
would have waited for him, I got rid of these traces 
of smoke and ran. I ran and ran. When I stopped it 
was clear. A sharp pain shot up my chest, choking 
me, as if I had something stuck in my throat. It was my 
heart. I spit it out. It began to rain and P looked at me.
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7

It is dawning. During the night, the slap of oars over 
the water sounded far away, as if they had arrived 
from high above, but close to dawn they came faster, 
resounding, and I remained awake until daybreak. 
Before falling asleep I saw him: partially covered by 
morning clouds, the silhouette of the seventh boatman 
stood up erect against the first light of sunrise. 
Underneath, you could see the curved bow of his boat 
and the entire scene appeared as a gigantic bas-relief 
engraved in the sky’s dense thickness. The river currents 
descended, blending with the sanguine red of clouds, 
and lower still, covering the earth’s debris, the 
reflections continued sliding down as if they were 
serpentine lines of blood. Afterwards, when the clouds 
stopped clearing, the emptiness of his sky-drawn 
silhouette stood out suddenly as if someone had
sunken it even more. 
The sheets are disordered and the two bodies have 
separated a little. P is lying on her back, she has her 
face inclined and one of her hands covers her pubis 
slightly. I am on my side, turned toward her and my 
left arm rests over her breast. I then note that I am 
dead and P is also. We had decided years ago that 
the image would look like this. Above, sinking in the 
brilliant platform of sky, the oars sound with less force, 
as if they were moving further away. Lower down, 
barely over the horizon, the dawn appeared as a sea of 
blood.





jean-miChel maulpoix
sea-bitterness

translated by yasmine seale
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The sea awaits her span, hunts her waters, longs for blue, spits and snaps, holds out and 
caves when her crust, her shell break, and the brittle slate of her steeples, and all the glasses 
she emptied and flung behind the thickets.

The sea lisps at evening and pills, falls asleep with her head in her arms, a fearful child, 
combing the calm night for thoughts of dawn and thrill, a little more wine, wind and 
brightness, a little unremembered relief.

Her fat machine’s heart falls to pieces in her blue, her bondage begs its salary of salt: a few 
drops, a bit of bread, such meagre spoils, not even enough to sail away after so many waves 
stirred for so long.

She burns to throw off the sky that steers her, now flattering, now stern: oh for those wings 
she lacks, that horizon everywhere at hand! Will she ever see her own day break, in the 
half-light of a woman’s name?

She has no body, no flesh of her own: she is back from nowhere and speaks all wrong, she 
dreams of other things, speaks and dreams of unnamed things: why ever not say that time 
at noon stops at the bottom of a lake? 

They say that blue beads under her eyelid: they call her crazy, she loses heart, dreams for 
nothing of branches and roots, slumped on some leather case at the end of the beach where 
no one will come to find her. 

What is the night, the day like in her sitting woman’s dazed head? She opens wide her arms 
to the children come running from the open sea. She likes to set off their laughter and their 
splashes, to bathe the bare feet, lick the bright skin. 

But living is not her business: she does not tell her desire, feverish with images and shores; 
she will go no further than this sadness, impossibly lavender-blue, of old love letters and 
handkerchiefs wet through. 

Here she is sepulchre-grey, with all this emptiness around her, plucking death with a sudden 
kiss, sucking the stone and spitting out the fruit, lurching like memory, sometimes praying 
very quietly, breaking after a dream the jug it emptied. 
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Her heart is an abyss that begins again, day after night, the same dark waking day, that 
sings in the same cloudy voice disorder and noise, that goes on, washing its wound, always 
moving for nothing its water low on love.



alexis almeida
poem for lines
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It had been three days / of living / in this new apartment / in this new city / where I 
could barely speak the language / and I had put my things / in piles / on chairs / and 
tables / in temporary / arrangements / in a room / that had been made / to feel “home-
like” / or to give me / and many before me / the impression / we could live here / for 
a time / to write. / It seemed suddenly strange / to have to leave one place / to write in 
another / but I also knew / I had arranged / my life / into a series of passages / between 
variations of jobs / and homes / and people I love / to varying degrees / or had to be 
around by necessity / so that each withdrawal / often meant a return / or a prolonged 
return / and sometimes / a pivot / or a letting-go / so as I passed through each movement 
/ I wasn’t in / or outside / I could still feel its continuous / shape / so when I returned to 
a point / I returned to often / an absence was also / returning with me. / The kettle was 
making a sound that was deep / and structureless / and saying “here,”/ but I was already 
thinking “there,” / as I plugged the name of the gallery / into my phone / in Italian / 
already imagining the heat / and the street names written into walls / and my GPS was 
speaking / also / and I was trying to silence it / as I walked out / into the sun. / The 
path drawn / in blue dots / on the screen / kept shifting / it seemed it could be / divided 
infinitely / like the sentences / I had been writing / indecisively / for months / there 
were choices / I was floating up / in them / I turned / I heard a word / fall off the page / 
someone accidentally / took my picture / a memory / was engraved / on my back. / Dizzy 
from the speed / of my walking / I was thinking / in a language / of starts / the way 
something could begin in one body / and continue in another / dried fruit / for David 
Wojnarowicz / colored thread / in skin / a word / I could feel / without a clear memory / 
of “before” / I would have to picture it / I was walking / I was saying this / I was almost 
done 

  after Renee Gladman 



radovan ivšić

translated by jon graham
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However, in very short order, the activity of the café quickly shifted [from the activities 
surrounding the EROS exhibition of international surrealism] to spending the next several 
months working on the Déclaration sur le droit à l’insoumission dans la guerre d’Algérie 
[Statement on the right of conscientious objection in the War of Algeria] better known 
as the Manifesto of the 121. I took part in most of the meetings and preparations, but once 
again, because of my status as a foreigner, I did not have the right to be a co-signer of 
the final text. During the whole of 1960, France was shaken by the Algerian War, which 
was then at its height. The danger that the extreme right would take power was very real. 
Around November of that year, serious rumors began circulating about the existence of 
lists of intellectuals and other figures to be liquidated immediately after the right seized 
power—which was then considered an imminent possibility. As one of the primary signers 
of the Manifesto of the 121, Breton was warned that his name appeared among those at the 
top of this black list and that it would be wise to temporarily leave his apartment at 42, rue 
Fontaine. All of the individuals who were most at risk decided it would be wise to find new 
places to stay. You can imagine my surprise when Breton asked if he could stay at my place. 
This was not long after the time I had taken up residence, after years of living in cramped 
garrets, on 42, rue Galande, in the Latin Quarter. In fact, thanks to the generosity of Joan 
Miró who had illustrated my poem “Mavenna” with a lithograph a short time earlier and 
had made me a gift of the entire print run, I had finally been able to rent a real apartment. 
Even better, this apartment was in a house from the Middle Ages. It was two rooms, one 
of which was quite large and almost perfectly square. An enormous twenty-five foot oak 
beam traversed the room without any stays. Breton was familiar with this location, having 
come previously on several occasions to attend surrealist meetings that had been held there. 

I rushed to improvise a way to house André, Elisa, and their parrot Lorito. Luckily, the 
large room offered a number of possibilities. As I had only recently moved, the apartment 
was not fully set up, but what was important to Breton was that no one could imagine a 
better hiding place. Who would ever dream of looking for him at my place? Not to mention 
the humor in this situation: despite my own precarious position as a little-known foreigner 
in the land where I had come seeking asylum, here I was giving one of that land’s most 
illustrious citizens a refuge. It was truly a case of the world turned upside down.

A dark and tragic atmosphere was then ruling over France. Despite all this, there was 
something magical about the days that André and Elisa lived at my apartment. Since 1954 
and the time of my first visits to Breton’s, I had met him almost every day at the “café,” 
but more rarely one on one, as I described earlier. This time it was different and we talked 
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about this, that, and everything. As often as I could I would also invite surrealist friends like 
Toyen, of course, but also Jean Benoît, Mimi Parent, or Joyce Mansour, to join us for dinner.

This time also gave me the opportunity to learn that, when called for, Breton took great 
pleasure in sharing the poems he loved. I have never heard anyone read poetry like he did. 
He knew a considerable number of poems by heart, which he could recite for hours. On 
one of these days, he confided in me that he never felt as free as he did when reciting a 
poem. Anyone who heard him could entertain no doubt that he was in his world at these 
times, or more exactly, in his element. I was struck and even touched by how naturally 
he was able to return to a place where he had never stopped being. “Real life” was no 
longer somewhere else. His whole being tended to offer convincing proof of that. When 
he interpreted a poem, he cast a greater light on it than any explanation of the text could 
ever hope to do. One evening after dinner he began reading. To be more precise, the books 
were there, he merely opened them to assure himself of finding there the texts almost all 
of which he knew by heart. It was a cascade of masterpieces whose reading will forever 
live in my memory: Germain Nouveau, “L’Agonisant,” Guillaume Apollinaire, “La Chanson 
du mal-aimé,” Victor Hugo, “Booz endormi,” Charles Cros, “Vocation,” Tristan Corbière, 
“Rondel,” Benjamin Péret, “Les Puces du champ” and “J’irai veux-tu,” and Philippe Soupault, 
“Georgia.” He followed these by reciting works by Francis Jammes, Pierre Louÿs, Gérard de 
Nerval. Arthur Rimbaud, François-René de Chteaubriand, Henry J. M. Levet…

There were several other occasions following this dinner that he gave us readings of other 
poets. One evening, after reciting Baudelaire’s “Le Vin de l’assassin,” “Le Voyage,” and “Les 
Bijoux,” he exclaimed, as if speaking to himself: “They will never take Baudelaire from us. 
He will never be one of theirs!”

After ten days or so, the danger threatening the intellectuals who had been most at risk 
receded and André and Elisa were safe to return home.

from Rappelez-vous cela, rapplez vous bien tout (Paris: Gallimard, 2015).
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fort worth (née normandeau, but waskasoo) 

When summer’s over I’ll salvage every string 
of white lights and wind them around your clubhouse. 

Rough charm among trees, it will be the crinoline 
you always wanted, a ring around your Adam’s apple. 

I’ll call this my one and only.  
I’ll call it fortress. 

See, I’m capable of building 
codes—look how 

decent it is now. Dripping girly 
drapery, itching 

to make the most of those lines. 
Before a white hotel afraid 

of rebellion, this was a river 
crossing. Seam, seamstress. 

See rose riser. Decline 
the noun when they curtsey.

Lap up my pearl necklace
before she becomes a moat.
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the history of the underhand pitCh
 
 

i. researChing

how my hands     cracked   that mouth                on her
                                                                        a raw sun                 rising

ii. if it’s just a lob with a name

where do I direct this    dread, if not              the spindrift
      the 88 stitches          between the first snow
      and our popped fly  
 
                                                                     the forest silence
                                                                     and the last latch       click
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iii. or the future of sport

I don’t know     the width between  our bodies
which I or she this is                                     on deck, looking to catch
                                                                     the striped story arc
but the scuff     on our cheek
      can’t quite freeze  and this state of undress

says leave well     enough               alone, but where
      is enough             and how, when
 
all I sing for sits    beside me, an olive    an ache   to steal third

iv. and melting

where do I direct this    dread   when my body begs   to differ?
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exorsister

she taught me to read with Billy Goats Gruff 
I reported her missing two days ago

the older one throws the troll over the bridge
so the smaller ones can eat sweet grass

there’s no safe distance in-a from-a
psych ward—the world is one 
underlying condition:

personality  disorder post-pussy grab 
symptomatic aggravated assault

survivor guilt   sounded  out

Nobody can reject an organ on another girl’s behalf.
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Comme des garçons
 

For my eighteenth birthday my parents gave me a yellow plastic whistle
and a Roads of Alberta book of maps. Walking home with headphones in and bare 
legs in the dark, how often I’ve done such stupid things. Day look at night, no keys
spiked between my fingers, a vulnerable population walking fast because it feels good 
and velocity involves direction—look like you know where you’re going when scared. 

Much of this is the refusal to admit that I am scared, often. That the world is not for me 
to walk through. Music is essential to these stretches, Prince cuts through clumps of college 
boys, Frank Ocean through Bed Stuy, the train a bridge above my rattling teeth. Not for 
the first time I think if someone were raped tonight, better me than them. As if
there’s a quota. I might process it easier than average, why not take one for the team. 

The black man drops his shoulders as soon as he turns the corner, assuming my fear
as we smile, each trying to disarm the other. I’d bawl if it weren’t so spoiled but I’m busy 
picturing myself in the hospital like Amélie imagined her funeral. I’d wear that paper 
gown, it wouldn’t wear me. They don’t know who they got, I’d think, smug even now. 
The victory being that they wouldn’t take anything, from me or the team. They’d give—
 
more mass for the black hole, the heart with two eyes. Last spring I bought a whistle 
in a vintage shop on what happened to be International Women’s Day. Wore it to a book fair
then a hotel bar creating Stormy Daniels, the cocktail. Tonight I skipped a poetry reading 
to stay in, write this, and learn ASL for green yellow and red—the Supreme Court has no
safe word so I might as well play in traffic. My whistle is brass now. We’ve come to terms 

with femininity, called a few shots. The soundtrack says it’s masc 4 masc I’m after 
tonight, sips of boyish croon. They sell distressed yet relaxed style, agendered perfume 
by the Flat Iron building. I’ve never starched a shirt, not sure I’d press charges. Restorative 
justice assumes a starting point and French was last century—what’s next? What does it mean 
to Pop Life? Rape Culture is an imperative form: ready to wear.
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nature Channel

When the scare owl ceases
to be effective, pick it up 
and throw it at the pigeons. 



matt turner
movie

traversal
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movie

the moment of
a room

momentum

as soon as the door is opened

*

her swanskin
the fragrance of frangipane
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traversal

the first of
many hot suns

a hot
sun

as
helium goes up, an independent body
(we’d established this)

thesis across the bocce field:

*

there are four ways to
gossip 

like this
first, general verses 

should be brief
newsworthy texts

the point that
fire produces
heat
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these

sit down

they are yes

they are

*

we aren’t here
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put down my copy of WAVE 9

in a moody way and
why bother

*

abrupt levels of fluorescence

bad, bad motion, in a
motionless face

*

keep me from sleeping
and leave

*

sandsea. I
switch on the rigging lights, recall
the deck

standing asleep
skeleton of some bird

*

left to
remind me that

is

rock is in the air
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furious
that evening

in the garden
shielded by evening heat

*

every afternoon driving to
colors

*

like a child staring ahead at his face
nothing to in the years to come
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you are
like. Here

what it can be in
both is

*

always the lightning
begins

*

they
must

potter, pot, wood, chopped

primarily verbal
secondarily visual, verbicovisual definition
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puzzling out a birth
grab nothing

*

driver’s side
door open

burning forest outside, laugh
because I can’t exit
I keep driving

in the middle

*

later
the parent 
grants
a body to 
the boy

reasons 
it’s a trap

*

a Taj in
safety, an oily taste

a handful of people
in the clear bottle

one sitter, one drinker in mind, one end of time
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everything looks
familiar, the most
obvious

the days
I spend
circumambulating my stupification

crouched, reading like a monkey

the cage, the
exotic temple
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a couple of tealights, empty
except for wax

yellowish
vestiges on the headstones
graphite, a push

in the bag
goes in the pile, a
few pages in the notebook
notches in the
blank page, ready

*

time is running
up to you
is a question:
if it’s lovely, say
it

under the parasol
 a
grave, ballet shoes
three pairs, two left
messages not sent by
piano or anything

coming up
squeezing back
sliding away
a thin line of land
and a parcel of
blue sky
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an accent from
a small
town
living a
day
feeling like
a lot of 
names
I’d never heard of
who’d been
a god, in
particular

not love but
for a god
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[foreigner
crossing, a
split
tongue

the crowd gathers
off, all I can see

would
and one
cut off or not

*

take a
length of
what can be cut

two halves
in sight
rejoined, indistin-
guishable

*

fuel is
set
fuel con-
sumed
by the
things

*

a séance that makes this gulf even greater
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[what does it
take to 
retain
your past
name

the one
letter

advice: none

clothing falls 
off, weak
from overuse

tucked in, a
last plunge

I favor death

*

facing the
crowd, apart
from the
grave, under
a catalpa tree

the roots
in the
ground

*
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steal into
wealth, call from inside

dash out of the grave, run
off
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[a young
man becomes a 
  ghost

replies I am
who asks, who are
going 

I am I am also

a complaint:
to carry

I’m new here

what I hate is
human spit

*

to cross water requires
a lifetime

lo and behold
there’s no sound

no trust

on his shoulders, sold it
unparalleled

a child is quickly born but
can bear it no longer
sneaks in to look at
what you betray, beg
for forgiveness,
the structure]
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figurative speech

*

another brutal
entrance

*

better love, the
wheel: the
house is pulled out of
the flame

*

fluently,
an image

dark glimmer, un-
substantial

*

the great
built
universe, library

an intuition whereby
the future itself is
its object, is
just



elísabet kristín 
jökulsdóttir

the junk
bodymemory ii

gone to sea
the shirt

february marCh
magiC-night

translated by maxine savage
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the junk

He slips his hand into mine
the night he moves in
and I pretend not to notice
he hangs up his picture
arranges his figurines on the piano
and tells me that my things
are junk and it is such a good
beginning to a novel
that he doesn’t need to say
sorry more than three times.
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bodymemory ii

I’m defrosting the fridge
when the man starts up again
and I lose it as usual
and crowd him down the stairs
and tell him to never come back
it was my father’s death day
the same day they all went
dad and Einar Ben as the sofa was called
and the sailor who sought shelter with his dad
a few days later I went to the psych ward
he came and got the key.

(But there I had an alien in my arms
loaned to me by my little niece
bit by bit I began to dance
and loosened the straight jacket
I was in
and the teenager who hadn’t smiled
in a week smiled with her eyes
and then he came and quarreled
in the piano room.
I just laughed.
Why didn’t I ever cry?)
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gone to sea

I sniff his t-shirt
that sweet scent
and perfume
a slight smell of something cooking
I want to take the shirt to bed
but fold it up
and put it away.
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the shirt

There lies his checkered shirt
on the chair and I’m overwhelmed with lust
but I could also put it on
and wail.
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february marCh

When I woke alone in the loft it was like a squirrel crawled
out of some cavity in my body, and it was tender and
sore because the pores and cells are invisible. But I
skinned the squirrel and then it sprouted tears and I saw
the tears were diamonds and piled the diamonds up on the pelt and
outside it was Iceland’s dark midwinter and a new beginning.

The pelt meant midwinter and the diamonds a new beginning.
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magiC-night

She stirs
the pot steadily
and can’t stop
can’t finish
can never quit

but sometimes
as she nods off 
for a second, the spoon 
starts stirring on its own

noises in the night

the kid hits the drum,
spoon in hand
appearing doubled
in the air

while the poems
pull her
from the flames

but the child had
ordered it

is so still
for a while.

from Ástin ein taugahrúga. Enginn dans við Ufsaklett (Love, a nervous wreck. No dancing at 
Fishrock)



anise koltz
the fire eater (seCtion 1)

translated by pierre joris
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to rené (in memoriam)

He left
without turning back.

His disoriented angel
stands motionless
wings spotted
with blood

My breath pronounces
the loved one’s name
he is but a bit of vapor
a few letters
of the alphabet

My hair as does
my sadness keeps
growing
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I accumulate hair
— odorous herbs —
arms that embrace me
bodies that cover me
I lose myself in their skin 
I no longer exist

Galaxies swim
in my blood
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Your loins rock
like a boat

I become
the high seas

To float you
to sink you
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Loving me
you taught me
the sun’s movements
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There is no road
longer than
the one to you

Each arrival
a mirage

In your silence
hear my voice
drawing closer

(à René)
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You are the one
with whom I wrestle
on a bed from hell
angel of my terrible nights
You have turned me in-
to a fire-eater
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When my love was born
I washed it
with my right hand

When my love died
I washed it
with my left hand

Without a future
I survive
both hands cut
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Our tongues whet
themselves one a
-gainst the other

sharper
than knifes

They cut
each other’s
words
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Leaning against the wall
of your mouth
I rest
in your shadow
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Bound lamb
you thrust about in my blood
promised to a carnivorous god

I am the bad shepherd
who secretly
has sworn fealty to the wolf



natsumi hagino
from distant funeral

translated by eriC selland
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in the morning

Do you remember?
The whiteness of the instrument shelter
Surrounded by a stretch of green
Feet about to walk away
That cool   summer

We knew a secret passage
Through the gloom
The red of our feet cut on the rocks
Indistinguishable
From the markings of a sandal
Then disappearing

I can’t move.
Ocean at my fingertips
Softly bound by the dawn
(Music)
I wish I would drown

In the interval
Between breaths too well-regulated
Slipping through the trachea
The evening cicadas sing
Deep inside my body

The wind blowing through
The instrument shelter
Moistens me behind the eyes
Hits the return and leaves me on a new line – empty, white
And submerges the morning
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in broad daylight

Waiting expectantly

Here and there, familiar fingers are scattered
With nothing to point out
That they have survived is everything
So they say
In broad daylight
Because your posing
Achieves nothing
Below the cherry trees whose blossoms have fallen
Revealing the new green leaves
I could devote myself to forgiving
The numberless sleeps 
Slipped out of place

In order to arrive

You mustn’t make a sound
Leave your lips
And your eyelids
Just as they are
Before long you will arrive at spring
For just a moment
You may slow your steps
At the sound of the waves arising
From the stems you gather secretly on your way, but

Those who become separated

For you
There is another page forthcoming
The season always
Reflects the surface of
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The bookmark inserted in the lungs
Then goes on its way
The distorted levee goes on and on
Many times over I’ve puked in your blue arms
And then laughed
Cheerfully

In broad daylight
Below the cherry trees whose blossoms have fallen

For us
An offering of a new voice
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midnight

The night and I touch
Those cheeks

Insects burned on the streetlights
Rusty thorns
Stray musical notes

Someone’s bones transported on the breeze

*
In order that our exchange
Be forgotten
We have a coughing fit
And place an ocean at regular intervals
In the innermost part of the auricle
Which is disgusting

Then thinking you’ll snatch it away
You are peacefully betrayed
Again the rain
Covers the lighthouse in smoke

*
Nobody comes to visit
Burnt slumber

You grope around
And gather up
Some tired tailfins
No sign remains 
Of their having been torn off
Not here anymore
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Anymore
Here

*
The hustle and bustle is far away now
You
Never turn your back
On any night

In the weather-beaten margins
You awaken as if opening a window
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september

Because things grow unwieldy [you said]
First one, then two
It’s true, I was left behind
It was September

Were you ever really here?
What were we doing?
The consequences of questioning
Ponderings

Of the evening sunset glow
Of the voice, the voice
Contained in the tips of the rice plants
The palm of that hand, bound

With no one to turn to it is
A simple sketch
A simple sketch
Prior to its decay
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distant funeral

It just keeps falling away

Pointless snow
You make fall in the forest of artificial arms
Letting out a pale laugh (I’m home)

Pointless Roses
I scatter in the ocean of artificial eyes
And absurdly burn (welcome home)

At the path’s extremity with its uniform erosion
The chief mourner is unable to move. According to established procedure,
A shadow appears on the slice of a lung – yours.

As soon as I catch my breath
A minced Polaris
As compensation for choosing to keep silent
(It’s grown cold, hasn’t it)
Warm entrails set out on the dinner table

Drawing closer
Live
Or collapse
Surrounded by inactivity
Showing only the sea’s horizon and backbone
Sticky notes which blur my cries of sorrow
Without noticing
From my eyelids thinly affixed on the sidereal table
I walk along the water

(Be careful not to spill)
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Without exception the semblance is yours,
Bending down before the throat which has stopped trembling
I become a planar surface
With fingernails and
Then with nothing but countless retinas
I am all wet and shiny
Then later
That which keeps falling away

The biotope that gets mixed in when I wipe my mouth,
I try to write a poem. I begin to write “to the ends of the earth,” but then give up
You will never take off those black clothes.

(It’s time to say good night)

In the gap which has been tamed
Only the voice calling the chief mourner is filled
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on the poetry of hagino natsumi

Natsumi’s work is quiet and sensitive, with a very strong feminine tone. She has a preference 
for the hiragana syllabary as opposed to kanji characters. There seems to be an “I” and a 
“you” present, but ultimately, subject and subject-object relationship remain vague and 
undefinable. The words “I” and “you” actually appear rarely in the poetry, though I often use 
them because it seems to be insinuated, and often that’s the only way to make the English 
work. There’s also more difficulty than appears on the surface. She uses invented words 
such as her title, 遠葬 (Far Funeral – a single noun in Japanese utilizing the kanji characters 
with those meanings, but is a non-existent word whose meaning is ultimately unknowable). 
She uses the same pattern (the kanji for funeral placed with another kanji) in many of the 
other titles in the book, including: 雪葬, 春葬, 葬列, 夏葬. My translations, especially of 
the title poem, “Distant Funeral”, tend to make things more concrete than they really are, 
since this is what happens when you translate in a way so that the English works well. But 
the question remains whether this is really the way the poems should be represented.

The name “Natsumi” is a pseudonym taken from what was to have been the name of the 
poet’s unborn sister. Hagino nursed deep feelings of guilt about her mother’s miscarriage in 
which the new awaited baby was lost. Hagino had never spoken about these feelings until 
recently, not even to her parents. One senses the presence of the unborn child in these 
poems. The overriding funereal sense in the poems (especially titles) may also be related 
to this experience. Even so, Natsumi is not a confessional poet. Another theme which these 
poems often hint at is that of language and the writing process itself. Perhaps ultimately, 
Natsumi’s major theme is language, especially the indeterminacy of meaning.

Translating Hagino becomes a choice between representing the ambiguities, including lack 
of personal pronouns, requiring an English which is in third person and hence more neu-
tral and distant, or keeping the warmth and intimacy of Natsumi’s voice, which I believe is 
central to these poems.



thérèse baChand
eleven poems
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“The world is on fire”
shadows of clouds
cement skyscrapers
to cloistered
redactions of our
mothers/ human
edifices remain
devoid of visual
restraints as the 
body to strict
observance or 
nature to false
witness/ seeking
alms in the exclam-
oratory a daughter
withdraws from
all worldly laying
her hand across 
her mouth – a
vocation that
quenches the spirit

    typewritten #9
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friendship my darling
permits discord 
        a 
hasty word and even
harboring a grudge
intimacy includes 
everything while
endearing love
to concealed
extremes     relatives
can invent a choir 
of inappropriate 
trials every cross
a communion and
multitudes permitting
vocations of opposites

  
    typewritten #13
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perhaps the ailment
is elsewhere     proclaim
ourselves alive    we
are the silence wailing
about a mere nothing
pamper the nouns
alleviate the emergency
hermit by stopping
breath & acting
on principle    (ask 
me about an unhappy
marriage)         self
indulgence is everything
it’s as if your
heart were breaking

   typewritten #14
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the doctor confirms
the gatekeeper is
undisposed and may

require a replacement
so much depends upon 
readiness          “she

clings to it manfully”
is an edifying discretion
that compares a fast

& shrinking tranquility
slightest mindful
decapitates very quickly

resisting precedence
foam on water

    typewritten #16
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more has been 
achieved with
a dishtowel than

a gun/ ambition
can appear as
“wrestling with the

devil” or a holy 
boldness grasping
for truth      no

loss of honor to
bring everyone along
at the same time

being satisfied with
what is given check-
mates a restless murmur

   typewritten #18
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night has uneven 
quietness the freeway
does not abate     closer

voices follow the same
path as human voices 
do         concentrating

on direction     puzzling
over unoccupied  (flank
to front)   how bodies

have a habit of 
processing one and
then the other    signing

yourself over to 
speaking in tongues
as laughing makes

fathomless the ocean
and then everything
trembles again

  
    typewritten #21
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rising from play
I looked death straight
in the face and

delighted in him
at the expense of
the body everything

is the word of God
a plight trampled 
upon those on

earth who shut themselves
up before entering into
the court of detraction

my thoughts may wander
but nothing can be learned
without a little trouble

   typewritten #23
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a fervent attitude of
verbal intercourse eurekas
transient intellect

over gin or toast
coffee or hummus
surely you remember

the outward sense   a
prayer of quiet featured
in another place

to swoon while thinking
the word swoon moves 
noteworthy an unparticular

day

  
     typewritten #24
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I can’t remember the 
last time I spelled my
name with meaning

         the light grows
             young

let’s all go live 
in our own beehive

we can cherish each
other as if we were
the only humans

put your feet into
my sleeve and
exhale

  
   typewritten #25
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enduring the sight 
of rank     a portrait
stumbles in haste

descending into sacrament
of friendship      make
me     laugh   or    cry

injustice is a topsy-turvy
disguise     how little we
understand ourselves

simulacra of trial
forwards humility 
deserts in bloom

  
    typewritten #28
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jealousy obliges
saying one thing

and meaning another
a simple affirmation 

distresses even
though seeing is

what’s given    what 
favor do devices

reckon to belief
darkness finds

virtue or reliance
on nothings     we

test our fallible 
dreams and leave

our sexuality
out to dry

  
   typewritten #30



notes & reviews
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Irakli Qolbaia
TAPIOCA WILL BE DADA OR WILL NOT BE
(Prose for John Olson’s Dada Budapest)

Dear reader,

See, there’s a gold box containing a stillborn opera. I ask you to picture it. Excuse me, in fact 
it is John Olson who is asking you to do that, but we will get to that, too. For now, just stop, 
sit still (if you wish) and picture the box. It is gold. Now go beyond that, picture opening 
the box, seeing (or feeling, for that matter) what’s inside. Do you hear it? It’s an opera. 
Or maybe not, maybe you can hear nothing. For how does a stillborn opera sound? What 
would that sound like. It sounds stillborn, I would guess. But now it is pictured, and it might 
smell. It might smell of stillborn. It might smell of Vienna (the city dearest to John Olson, 
if I’m not mistaken, after Paris). It might smell like glitter or sawdust up your nostrils. It 
might sound like glockenspiel (remember, reader, the opera is inside the gold box). Now, 
why am I asking you to do this? Well, all of this is important to me for at least two reasons 
(there may be more, let me see). Picturing must be crucial, for the author himself asks us 
to do exactly that; but I am trying to make a point that picturing is as important as hearing, 
touching, smelling. Even tasting would do. What? An image. And by extension, a poem.

Another reason why this is important to me is that, as John Olson is quick enough to point 
out, this gold box with a stillborn opera in it “would delight Joseph Cornell.” It is not that it 
takes Cornell to delight in these poems (though it – all true poetry, in fact – does require 
genuine involvement) but it is still crucial to me that Olson is never negligent, always happy 
to bring in the others of significance, to furnish these rooms / spaces know as poems (and 
what strange rooms / spaces, they, the prose poems: their essence – or rather form – an 
oxymoron) with the company. Because he has the company. What I hear stated and restated 
again and again is that Olson is “unlike anyone else.” Which is fine with me, sure enough. 
But I think it important to suggest, here, that for all his outlandishness and uniqueness, he 
is also a poet who belongs, with all the seriousness, the responsibility that this belonging 
may imply, to a certain company of poets. That this company itself is scattered, outlandish 
or unique, does not make it less of a company. And I don’t think anyone has been more 
insistent on this point than the poet in question himself. After all, that dada in the title of 
the book isn’t there for nothing.
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Of course, the company of poets has had its most vital expression in the American poetry 
of the past century, but the constellation Olson, at least for this reader, goes way beyond 
that. Still, we could take a second to quickly sketch the American part of it: among the 
major poets and companies of “the New American” (to have it in the vein of Donald 
Allen), surprisingly enough, I think John Olson is least related to another Olson, that is, 
of course, Charles. This may be just me, but I can imagine John Olson frowning slightly at 
the megalomaniac ambition, grandiose posture of his “surnamesake.” His company would 
be more goofy, madcap and zany, that goes from Gertrud Stein (Stein, especially, of Tender 
Buttons) down to that New York flaneur, Frank O’Hara (which in itself is a crooked line). 
Another elective affinity seems to be the Beats (watch out for the marvelous appearance 
of Ginsberg in Dada Budapest). Among his multiple merits, John Olson should be credited 
among the few who have had a meaningful reading of Michael McClure. There’s Jackson 
Mac Low, that wizard of chance, in there. Finally, there is the maverick American surrealist 
Philip Lamantia, whom, it seems, Olson has personally known and loved. And then, again, 
by extension, there is an interesting subterranean flow in American poetry, which relates 
him to the other conjurers and visionaries of the word, such as Andrew Joron or Will 
Alexander.

But I mentioned Surrealism, and Dada, so yes, the company is indeed wide-ranging and 
international. I don’t think I’ve discussed this with John Olson and am not sure what 
he’d make of it, but in fact (and most dearly to me) I have found his friends and allies in 
the most peculiar places. Much Olson in Lewis Carroll, not so much the Carroll of Alice 
(though why not) as his syllogisms (“No ostrich lives on mince pies”, “No heavy fish can 
dance a minuet” – that is Carroll speaking, at his most Olsonesque). I even found him in 
Wittgenstein’s mad investigations (it, too, is important that, who’d have suspected!, Olson 
is possibly the most philosophical of our poets – he brings it back home). Most of all, I 
think of Olson when reading those sad and funny tricksters like Robert Walser, Walser of 
the Mikrogramme. All of which shows that this thing I try to define here as Olsonesque are 
not so much the schools and traditions, but the singularities (and what companies can these 
form!), those radical coyote at mad tea party of the mind. Finally, as the book announces 
from the very beginning, there is a “Radical Tapioca”, and the way I understand it, it has 
something to do with what James Schuyler so generously (he only half-seemed to be too 
cool and mocking) revealed to us: “Or to put it another way: Rrose Selavy speaking out in 
Robert Motherwell’s great Dada document anthology has more to do with poetry written 
by the poets I know than that Empress of Tapioca, The White Goddess,” which, as you see, 
brings us back to Dada (companies, traditions, even in the least expected places…) And 
allow me to stop at that.
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And still, that quote from Schuyler is especially telling for me, in the context of John Olson. 
Because, indeed, what to make of the whole poetry affair today? Some days (most days) the 
old Adorno dictum seems to creep up the spine of any conscientious poet. Am I allowed? 
Can I be doing this? One way to respond to the increasingly unthinkable could be to stop, 
quit, state, like Artaud did, “that it is time for a writer to close shop, and to leave the written 
letter for the letter.” A vow of silence, as Bob Kaufman is said to have taken, at his own point 
of the unthinkable in extremis. And no apologies in Olson’s poetry, but I doubt he has not 
thought about what I am trying to get at here.

But some of us still hope that there is another way around (into) it. That there is also the 
radical Tapioca which could still be a positive and desiring machine, full of play and energy, 
full of good old outsider / trickster stuff all poetry is at times said to have come from. And 
that is where John Olson’s at. That’s what he seems to me to be saying when he urges us, 
again and again, to picture, to hear, to smell, to taste. To feel the thing. To stop and pick it 
up. Yes, it does require genuine, relentless involvement. Claiming, again and again, that the 
whole thing is more than a gratuitous or frivolous loony affair. Way more. “The poet works 
at the frontier of nonsense,” he tells us. That’s where one can be serious about poetry in 
the world which has become unthinkable. That’s where the “Mind is Indigo” despite all the 
“Probabilities of Gray”.

All of this said, I wanted to add that during the months I have owned Dada Budapest, I have 
gotten a habit of letting this husky book lay somewhere in sight when friends were around. 
The title is so seductive, the artwork so loony, that someone would always be tempted 
to pick it up and randomly leaf through the pages. This way, I have experienced the joy 
of witnessing the puzzlement or bewilderment or delight or all of these: yet another one 
confronted with the magic of Olson’s prose poem. And if you are afraid of the 400-page 
books of poetry, you can do just that, have it around, pick here and there at first until it 
picks you up and carries you along. Maybe try begin with reading just a piece or two in a 
day. Slow flow till you can swim fast enough. Or you may want, like me, to go all the way 
through it, and what would help there is making up the series that strike you as underlying 
the composition. There are the series of “poetics”, of “ars poetica”, the series of “ontologies”, 
the series, say, of encounters and addressings (Olson conversing with the dead Ginsberg, 
Olson receiving the letter from an apparently immortal Arthur Rimbaud, Olson recounting 
his relationship with Gregory Samsa). For Dada Budapest is an intricately woven book, like 
that other glorious 400-page book of poems, Robert Kelly’s The Loom, it ties and unties a 
knot to and from another, picks up a story and drops it, waiting for it to reemerge again, 
disappear again.
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“Like bees dancing, he says.”

And that is what I have been getting at the whole time: let this book be around, in the 
plain sight and at the hand’s reach, for if our race does somehow survive this age of the 
unthinkable, men of future will pick it up, this Moby Dick of prose poetry, and see that 
despite all our idiocy, mediocrity and constant pure evil, we too have had our share of 
serious, meaningful dada buddha fun.
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The Music Of Incongruity 
Preserving Fire: Selected Prose, by Philip Lamantia
Seattle/New York: Wave Books, 2018. 165 pages. 
Reviewed by John Olson

Anyone familiar with Dylan’s “Desolation Row” will recognize the lines “Across the street 
they’ve nailed the curtains, they’re getting ready for the feast / The Phantom of the Opera in 
the perfect image of a priest.” That’s Philip. Philip Lamantia. “Image of a priest” is snatched 
from Kerouac’s Desolation Angels, in which he bases a character named David D’Angeli 
on Lamantia who he describes multifariously as “gliding like an Arab, grinning, with a 
beautiful French girl called Yvette on his arm and O my he’s like some elegant hero of 
Proust, The Priest, if Cody is the Preacher David is the Priest….of all of us David is the most 
beautiful man, he has perfect features, like Tyrone Power, yet more subtle and esoteric…he’s 
a dazzling St. Augustine figure of past evils dedicated to the Vision of the Cross…and after 
communion here he comes down the aisle with the host melting underneath his tongue, 
eyes piously yet somehow humorously or at least engagingly lowered, hands clasped, for all 
the ladies to see, the perfect image of a priest.” 

Kerouac and Lamantia were close. The similarities are pertinent. Comparing them highlights 
fascinating parallels, but more dramatically accents some illuminating diversions. Both 
had a substratum of Catholicism that was as conflicted as it was palliative. Both sought 
enlightenment and sovereignty of mind. Both had great reverence for the life-affirming 
felicities of Eros, the fantastic juxtapositions that emerge from an unrestricted flow of 
association, the fusion of art and life, old-timey radio shows like Boston Blackie and The 
Shadow and the tumultuous locomotives of desire. Both had a strong appetite for the exotic, 
the transcendent, the sublime. Both had an acute religiosity, both had the soft distant eyes 
of the hermit, the monk, the ascetic. Both were inebriates of the universe, redwood forests, 
the stench of ancient estuaries and old hotel rooms whose crumpled pillows rested worn 
heads full of epiphanies and illuminations.

Both were devoted to writing – to a life of writing – writing as a sacred activity, as route 
to illumination, a pilgrimage of the pen seeking the radiant darkness of the midnight sun, 
the transmuted metals of the alchemists, the quintessence in all things, the soul, the numen, 
the divine power that pervades the life of this planet and all the stars and errant comets of 
the universe. 
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If Proust and Celine were the guardian deities in Kerouac’s viaticum, Lamantia’s was André 
Breton and Edgar Allan Poe. Where Kerouac found emergence and voice in a poeticized 
prose, Lamantia was more purely a poet. For years I carried around with me a notion that 
at some point in their conversations they had argued about surrealism. Kerouac argued for 
gritty realism. Lamantia argued for oneiric splendor. The most likely source for that debate 
is in my head. I asked Lamantia about it once and he could not remember such an instance. 

Doesn’t matter. Here is what is truly astonishing: while attending James Denman Junior 
High School in San Francisco in 1942, Lamantia – at age 15 - discovered surrealism at 
a Dali retrospective at the San Francisco Museum of Art. “Within weeks,” he states in an 
interview with David Meltzer, James Brook, and Marina Lazzara in November, 1998, “I had 
read everything available on Surrealism that I could get from the public library.” He began 
writing immediately and within a short time had produced enough work to submit to VVV, 
whose editor happened to be André Breton. Breton accepted three of Lamantia’s poems and 
requested a letter clarifying his relation to surrealism. Lamantia complied, and that letter is 
included in this amazing collection of prose from a poet whose relation to surrealism was 
as profound as it was galvanizing. 

Amazing because while the outlay of Lamantia’s work is in poetry, he could write an 
elegant, lucid prose suffused with the “primal spark” of “palpitant activity that magnetizes 
the illimitable resources of the arbitrary – a risk-laden region from which the exigent 
action of unprecedented verbal encounters relates to the refusal of previously known paths 
of association.” The goal is to find unknown – exotic, foreign, undiscovered – paths of 
association, the Heraclitian plane of “hidden harmonies.” This is more easily accomplished 
in poetry, which is Lamantia’s primary arena, but the ability to give descriptive force to 
concepts refractory to the rigors of Logos is a stunning attainment. 

Lamantia had an encyclopedic mind and anyone who enjoyed a conversation with him is 
aware of his ability to mesmerize with his range of knowledge and passion for the anomalies 
and marvels that exist in the funny nooks and corners of existence, the same flair for the 
marvelous and strange that we find in Poe. Harness that Pegasean energy to the draft horse 
that is prose and you’ve got a lovely hybrid of clarity and the arcane, the illuminative and 
the transmundane. 

Surrealism is about chance encounters. Strange alliances, discordant combinations, 
surprising juxtapositions. It favors abrupt, brilliant combinations of phenomena that are 
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independent of a mechanical, rational universe. Because the universe isn’t rational: the 
universe is insanely huge and full of marvels that exceed the analysis and categorization of 
logic. As Isidore Ducasse (the mysterious young Uruguayan-born man who created the nom 
de plume Le Comte de Lautréamont) stated in his bizarre, incandescent collection of prose 
poetry Les Chants de Maldoror:  “…as the fortuitous encounter on a dissecting-table of a 
sewing machine and an umbrella!” 

This collection has two very strong assets: a well-researched and comprehensive introduction 
by Garrett Caples and a bibliography with helpful, detailed notes by Steve Fama.

Lamantia was an intense, complicated, often conflicted human being. Tracking his trajectory 
isn’t an easy task, but Caples provides an abundantly detailed mapping of Lamantia’s affections 
and disaffections, allegiances and abdications. We discover that, despite being a manifest 
prodigy publishing in avant-garde periodicals at age 15, he confided to Caples on more than 
one occasion that he regretted the lack of a more formal education. Caples compares his 
modest prose output to that of Mallarmé, and like Mallarmé, “some of Lamantia’s prose has 
an occasional quality, the composition of a given piece dictated by circumstance.” 

Several of these circumstances were the draft, still in effect after WWII. Lamantia wrote 
two remarkably eloquent letters pleading for conscientious objector status. The first, 
dated December 3, 1945, is a mind-bogglingly eloquent statement of what is manifestly a 
sincere and passionate censure of war and an exhortation for what sounds like a gnostic 
orientation toward the inherent sacredness of life. “I assert,” Lamantia proclaims, “that from 
the intellect man derives his imperfection, his hate, his will to coerce others, to torture and 
to make war. It is not through the intellect that an individual becomes free, but through a 
spiritual understanding of the purpose of life, which arises from a physical, non-intellectual 
communion with the world.” He then quotes the seventeenth century Christian mystic 
Thomas Traherne: “You never enjoy the world aright till the sea itself floweth in your veins, 
till you are clothed with the heavens and crowned with the stars.”

The dignity conferred on the draft board by the eloquence, thoughtful tone and philosophy 
of this letter is stunning. I would’ve loved to see their reaction. Lamantia was granted CO 
status, though this would be challenged again with the build-up to the Korean war in 1949. 
Lamantia writes another letter, equally eloquent, but more abrupt and adversarial; this 
one shows, as Caples describes it, Lamantia’s “disgust with the increasing conservatism of 
American society at the dawn of the 50’s” and “makes his refusal to enter military service 
all the more brusque and dismissive.”
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Caples reveals that Lamantia became disillusioned with surrealism in the late forties and 
began participating in Kenneth Rexroth’s Wednesday night Libertarian Circle meetings, 
which also included Robert Duncan, Jack Spicer, Michael McClure, Philip Whalen, Gary 
Snyder and Madeline Gleason. The chief intent of these meetings was political, to discuss 
radical theory and history in the endeavor to invigorate new life into the radical movements 
of the first half of the twentieth century. Topics would include the Andalusian Agricultural 
Communes, the Kronstadt revolt, Bakunin, Kropotkin, the Anarchist Woman’s movement, 
pretty much everything from Marx to Malatesta. There would also be literary readings. This 
would be the seminal nucleus of the San Francisco Renaissance, also known affectionately 
as the bear-shit-in-the-woods poetry. This involvement brought about a more politically 
aggressive stance in Lamantia and caused a troubling and conflicted shift from his surrealist 
roots. The Zen immediacies of Whalen and the lumber camps and rugged outdoorsy quality 
of Snyder were full of gusto and clarity and would impact the development of any poet, 
much less one whose instincts run more toward the crepuscular frontiers between the 
visible and invisible. 

The 50s were a purgatory for Lamantia. He would endure a spiritual crisis during this 
period and burn much of his unpublished writing in 1960. In 1950, he would begin an on-
again, off-again struggle with heroin addiction. In 1955 he would convert to Catholicism, 
but there would be, as with so many other things explored and embraced by a restless spirit, 
conflicts with orthodoxy. Lamantia, Caples is quick to state, “was heretical never for the 
sake of it, but only when driven by spiritual necessity.” Lamantia wouldn’t move back into 
surrealism until 1965, a move made apparent in an essay titled “Notes Towards a Poetics 
of Weir,” specifically a letter addressed to Bob Hawley, publisher of Oyez Press, who would 
be bringing out a collection of Lamantia’s early surrealist writing in 1966 to be titled Touch 
of the Marvelous. 

A weir is one of two things: a fence or enclosure set in a waterway for taking fish, or a 
dam in a stream or river to raise the water level or divert its flow. Lamantia gives it a more 
mystical evocation and aligns it with his writing practice, using terms such as “flow of 
images” and “sluicegates” to conjure the functioning of a weir in a context of trance and 
automatist writing. “…the essential vitality of this manner of writing,” Lamantia states, 

is due to a general synthesis of feeling & ideas which profoundly directed the 
aforementioned “method” and this I entertained & pursued as a conscious 
aim, the effects of which established a rhythm of incongruous imagery, a 
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prosodic mystique, so no matter to what formal arrangement I subjected the 
flow of images afterwards, if I remained faithful to the primary condition 
of releasing the imagers from a heightened state of trance, through the 
sluicegates of “contradiction” and incongruity, the possibility existed 
and still exists of making a significant kind of Revelation. Though the 
orthodox surrealist definition & practice associated this with a revelation 
of the Unconscious and generally conceded to characterize states of dream, 
hallucination, fantastic/juxtaposition, etc., I find more interest in recognizing 
a far/wider meaning & value than the now/academic categories – Freudian 
or Jungian – to the degree that such poetry & its attendant prosody does 
reveal through the music of incongruity & imagery of the non-rational, vital 
“rapports” of a direct, intuitional comprehension of Reality – beyond “logical-
rationalist” or common-sense appearances – otherwise unrepresented except 
in the vaguest “mystical” or didactic descriptions which often fail miserably 
because they are founded on a process of making common/sense logical 
statement of human experience & understanding which is ultimately non-
rational, connected, as it is, to a source and cause which is beyond linguistic 
definition or presentation! 

This is a magnificent statement. It says so much, reveals so much, not just about Lamantia’s 
approach to writing poetry but to the depth and currents in which we attempt to connect 
with forces beyond the range of our five senses. Where is the weir for these supernal 
currents but in the words we gather and put down on paper to catch these luminous bodies. 

In 1970, at age 43, Lamantia makes a strong statement. “Statement For Contemporary 
Poets Of The English Language” is an understatement. “I consider myself essentially a 
surrealist, but as Breton qualified this, it is not a school, but a way of life.” The magnitude of 
conviction here is so firm it gives me a glad feeling. All those internal conflicts of the 50s 
and early 60s have culminated in a credence of Being, being with a capital ‘B.’ Surrealism 
is not just a literary and art movement but a way of being and interacting with the world. 
This is a short piece of prose – three sentences in all - but it has a Blakean aura about it, a 
titanium sureness on the side of the imaginary, the transcendent. “I understand the act of 
poetry,” he continues, “as the maximum volatile expression of Imagination, a central power, 
relating all levels of conscious and unconscious thought and being. I believe in poetry as a 
means of unqualified individual liberation. I believe in the poetry of primal melody and the 
revelation of the mysteries of cosmic being.” 
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Several years later, in 1973, Lamantia makes another short but powerful piece, this one 
a little more personal, colorfully titled “Vital Conflagrations.” “It’s true that I don’t know 
how to really live,” he begins, “I have never completely gotten the hang of life, even though 
the “red phase” of the “Great Work” – radiating a splendor signifying, for some of us, all 
that perfects the gifts of the Marvelous for humanity – haunts the blackening thought of the 
absence of a certain social oxygen within present-day life.” This piece fascinates me. There 
continues a growing confirmation for the powers of poetry, but the admission that living in 
the everyday world – the world of industry and commerce, real estate and routine, the dead 
zone of the philistines – is difficult reminds me of Baudelaire’s poem about the albatross, 
that ocean-going bird with the immense wingspan that flies huge distances with endurance 
and grace, but stopping for a rest on the deck of a ship is tormented and teased by the crew 
for its awkwardness on the ground, on the mundanity of plank and nail. 

The rest of the piece is exhilarating for its poetic prose, its fulfilling dynamism of redemptive 
liberation. “For it is only in sight of the most extravagant utopias,” he continues, “and only 
by absolute confidence in the surpassing fire love shall not fail to collectively materialize 
in the carbonization of the libertines of liberty, that I dream of the living emancipation, 
kindled from a preserving fire of which the surpassing conflagration is the permanent, 
generating agent.” “Red phase,” “Great Work,” “surpassing fire” and “preserving fire” all 
sound like alchemical terms. In alchemy, the Great Work is the process of working with 
the Prima materia (one can think of this in terms of daily, mercenary, pedestrian life or the 
chaos of base matter, roiling gases and that stupid joke called a job) and converting it to 
the Philosopher’s Stone, an alchemical substance for turning base metals into gold. Here, 
poetry is the equivalent of this stone, which is also conceived as the elixir of life; It is in 
the conflagration of words that the everyday lead of existence is turned into the radiant, 
preserving fire of poetry. 


